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Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
started the New Year right by hold- j
ing its first meeting in hall of Pen- j
(obscot View Grange a t Glen Cove.
Following the usual business cesj sion In the fifth degree the meet
ing was declared open to permit tlie
j entrance of the speaker of the aft$Ta
•» «
iernoon Frank A Winslow of The
(Courier-Gazette who was intro
—
Certainty Is the father of right -•duced in a humorous manner by
♦ and mother of Jus Ic e.-P a p e
♦
worthy overseer Raymond Anderson.
F,
Mr. Winslow, who is no stranger
■to this Pomona, held the full inA READER'S VIEW
i terest of the audience with a graphic
■account of his travels as the Rov
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ing Reporter prior to and follow
It is to be regretted that the s.ate
ing the recent hurricane reaching
of business in our City demanded
the climax of his story by a most
the cancellation of our annual Food
interesting description of his jour
Fair for this season, but the wisd m
ney to see the “Children of Callen
der" the Dionne Quintuplets.
and public spirit of the business
Following Mr. Winslow's most in
men backing this affair must be
teresting address Henry Payson read
heartily commended.
an original poem which was both
Now one other ‘.ep should bwitty and amusing.
taken for the same rea=on and
Greetings were extended by Fred
that is the banning cf the so called
Rice, worthy m aster of the host
"Game Parties" carried on so stead
Grange, the response being given
ily by several organizations. They
by Past Pomona Master F. L. S
are s metimes
conducted
for
Morse. A vocal duet was pleasingly
“charity" but there is a wise old
sung by Mrs. Constance McPhail
saying that “Charity begins at
and Mrs. Ruby Allen. Interesting
home."
reports of the past years work were
These affair' hold a great lure
given by the lecturers of the sev
and fascination for many who are
eral subordinate Granges.
receiving Federal State or City aid.
Group singing was enjoyed several
True It Is that they receive prizes
times during the afternoon. Sizable
but these are in the main, non-es
delegations of visitors were present
sentials. while the good money they
from Knox and Waldo Pomonas.
Mcnday, Jan. 9. was a triple birthday in the family cf Mickey Gallagher, Augusta. Ga.. golf professional, Among those who spoke briefly on
paid for them could and should be
expended for the health and com- since three member* of his family celebrated birthdays that day. They were the Gallaghtr twins. Ellen, left, various topics were District Deputy
and Mary, right, who were 12 years old; and their m atrrnal grandmother, Mrs. Mary Griffin, 17 Water street. Edward Heald of Waldo Pomona,
f rt and protection of their ow n
Ro.ldand, uho is spending the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Gallagher, the former Miss Gertrude Griffin of superintendent F. L. S, Morse.
A Native and Lover of Rockland
Rorkland.
Charles E Gregory and superinten
Delightful new ways to please
dent Charles E. Lord
A 50-cent upper which will go
your family will be presented
At the usual tim e all marched to
Thursday Jan. 19 a t the CM P. Co. right to the spot will be served by
tlie banquet hall where a bountiful
Cooking School a t Universalis: the Congregational women in
supper was served by the members
vestry. The time is 2 o'clock, every Thcmastcn Friday night when the
of Penobscot View Grange.
By CLYDE H. SMITH,
body is cordially invited and the Knox County Fish and Gam? Asso
The evening session was held in
Representing Maine's Second Congressional District
food will be given away. A c oking ciation holds a membership meeting
the upper hall where the fifth de
school will be held at the same there at 6 30. Supervisor Joe Stick
gree was conferred on a class of 11
Protecting the Public Health
been a great gain since the original candidates.
place, Jan 26, beginning at 7 15 ney will be on deck with spanking
The Nation's Capital, Jan. 18 statute of 1906.
New raised stage new lighting ef new motion pictures which will be
The Grange was then closed in
fects for the fctage; new seating a r shown directly after supper. Sev- (Special to The Courier-Gazette):— But- there *s danger that, in our the fifth degree, gfter which the
...
eagerness to protect the public officers of the Pomona and Pen
rangement* assuring seats and eral matters of timely interest will When you make a food. purchase.
.
against harmful and worthless prod- obscot View Granges were installed
comfort for all at remaining schools, be up for discussion, and all in all
say
canned
chicken,
you
do
it
with
uct£
we
,nay interfere Wlth the
6-7 it will be a nice sit-in
by Worthy State Master F. Ardine
full confidence that it is nutritious sale of time-tested remedies upon Richardson with Mrs Christine
and wholesome Moreover. If the which thousands of people have Richardson as m arshal; Miss Vallie
label says, "one pound net weight." come to depend. These users have McLaughlin as emblem bearer and
.. , _ . . , .
determined, often by almost daily Mrs. Etta Anderson as regalia bear
you can count on th at much chicken
.
,
.
,
employment for long periods of er. The officers a t this meeting were
I in the can. It was not always thus. ECme simple drug store remedy or
resplendent in new regalia purR ockland High School Boys and Girls
Previous to 1906 the manufacturer a so-called “patent" medicine that chased with funds raised through
vs.
could, and often did. skimp on both jt is harmless to them and perhaps the efforts of the Home and CornLaw rence H igh School of Fairfield
quantity and quality.
Of real need'In the preservation of munity Welfare committee of which
The battle to safeguard what we health. If unable to purchase their Mary Nash of Camden Is chalrW E D N E S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 18— 7 .3 0
eat was not an easy one. Dr. Har- favorite remedy, often obtainable man
vey W. Wiley should be gratefully for one dollar or less, medical treatConcluding at a late hour all
C O M M U N IT Y BUILDING
remembered for his pioneering in ment. many times more costly, with were agreed th a t this was one of
ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
behalf of pure food. Opposition niany an almost prohibitive ex- the largest attended and most suc7-lt
was such that the carrying out of pense. may be the only alternative. Cessful meetings of this Pomona.
hls entirely sensible suggestions
But this is a detail which can be
S A Rackliff, secretary
— M r ^. wer* much delayed. His efforts, be- accomplished without thwarting
~
- gun in 1880. got no worth while re- the general objective of the Pure
suits until 1906. the year of the Food Act. one of the most useful
passage of the first Pure Food and statutes ever placed on the law
Drugs Act.
; records of the nation. It Ls prob- R em iniscent o f the G ay
The 1906-Act placed the emphasis able that amendments will be offLearn A ll A b o u t Them A t Our
Nineties A t Com m unity
on food protection, although some ered at the present session of Conattention was given also to "drugs, gress. protecting the right of the
Building Jan. 2 6
medicines and liquors." Later sta public to purchase remedies to
Plans for the G ay Nineties “J u 
tutes included theraputic devices which they have become accustomed
P resented By
and cosmetics. Following this Fed and which they have found by bilesta" and dance to be held at
the Community Building Thursday,
eral activity, the states have passed long use to be essential.
Jan 26. under the auspices of Hunt
legislation looking to the purity of
ley-Hill Post, V F W , have been
foods, drugs and medicines, often
completed, it was announced by the
broadening into the strictly com -,
J
committee in charge.
J
mercial field. One may be as sure.1
The Jubilesta will be In the form
nowadays, that the label on a bag
A
A
of
a floor show and general danc
of
fertilizer
or
stock
food
tells
the
N
N
The 1939 License Plates of differ
truth as is the case with the can ent States, Territories and Canadian ing from 8 to 12 midnight to music
furnished by Otis Dean and his
of chicken, earlier referred to. Thus Provinces seen in Rockland.
19
19
orchestra.
we are protected both In our health
Connecticut
All features of the floor show will
and our pocketbooks by these
Illinois
( be done In costumes reviews out of
statutes against misbranding and
A
A
Indiana
I the "Gay Nineties” period and will
adulteration.
T
T
Maine
be interpreted by prominent Rock
Many manufacturers welcomed
Massachusetts
land talent. During the evening
j regulation. Those wishing to marMichigan
2
2
the master of ceremonies. George
I i ket an honest product were quite
Mississippi
P.
P.
Sleeper, will lead the audience in
| , willing to have their unscrupulous
| New Hampshire
community singing.
M.
I competitors compelled to produce
M.
New York
Two outstanding features of the
wholesome goods. The pure food
Pennsylvania
evening will be a period style show
laws give the honest man a chance
Rhode Island
with costumes of the gay Nineties
by removing unfair competition. But
South Carolina
modeled by several of Rockland's
the party who was getting by with
• * • •
prominent business and professional
some doubtful or dangerous product,
MISS RUTH CLUFF
Canadian Provinces
men. and a modem style parade
making huge profits thereby, fought
New Brunswick
FO R Y O U R CO M FO RT
featuring garments from leading
this protective legis:ation, ln legis
Ontario
local firms, modeled by ten lovely
lative hearings, ln Congress and ln
A n ew raised stage.
Saskatchewan
young women.
the press.
N ew strong lighting effects.
(noted
by Mrs. Eliza Derry)
The closing event of the evening
Some advertisers of harmful or
Entirely n e w seating arrangement.
will be the crowning by Mayor
worthless goods circularized news
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
Seats and com fort for all.
Veazie of the "Queen of the Jubllespapers and other periodicals, sta t
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Jta". Local girls competing to that
ing that continuance of their ad
C om e prepared to enjoy yourself. M iss Cluff
honor through the popularity ticket
vertising depended upon the defeat
selling contest are Miss Victoria
has m a n y new ideas to present in a w ay sure to
of pending, restrictive legislation,
Anastacio, Miss Celia Crowley, and
intimating (virtually demanding)
catch th e interest o f every homemaker.
Miss Olenna Rankin.
that the publications oppose en
T he C ooking S ch ools series will be continued
The committee in charge of a r
actment.
rangements includes Albert J. BrickThe need for food and drug leg
Jan. 1 9 a t 2 P. M ., and Jan. 26, in the evening at
islation is beyond dispute. People
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets, ley. chairman. L. J. Hamlin. Nathan
7.15. P lan to attend them both.
Berliawsky, Vernon Giles, Mrs. Wil
have been blinded by the use of eye-j
Lights and Small Appliances
liam S. Noonan, Mrs. John Randlett
lash dyes and there have been hun
Installed and serviced
and Mrs. Helen Johnson.
dreds of fatalities from the use of
Promptly
poisonous drugs. Sometimes, doubt
2 .0 0 P . M .
Miss Barbara H. Perry, formerly
less, health is Injured and death
employed by Knox County Trust
E veryone Cordially Invited. A ll Food G iven A w a y .
ensues when the true cause is never 48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 19-W
Company, is now In the law office
known. Complete protection ls, of
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W . W . STRONG

course, impossible but there has,

I E D IT O R IA L 1
OUR NEW FEATURE

S ta te

Officiates A t

NEW W A Y ST O PLEASE YOUR FAMILY

V o lu m e 9 4 .................. N u m b e r 7.

(of Frank H. Ingraham.

A new feature for women begins with today's issue of The
Courier-Gazette, a column turned over to Marjorie Mills in
which the good suggestions, short cuts and recipes broadcast
over the Yankee Network will be passed on to our readers.
Rcckland women are famous as fine home-makers and notably
good cooks and, as such, their Ideas and suggestions and
recipes are frequently used in Marjorie Mills' radio talks.
Moreover we know from your own requests th at thLs fine
woman's column, printed each Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday in Tlie Courier-Gazette, will add Interest to your
favorite paper.
Radio sets all over New England are tuned to Marjorie
Mills' program at 1.30 on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. It is granted th at she has by far the largest day
time audience of any New England feature, due to her friendly
way of gathering women in across the air waves and discussing
the things that interest them. She always refers to the audi
ence as the "radio family" and cheerfully gives them credit for
the best of the ideas, answers and recipes collected.
In a letter to the editor, completing arrangements for the
publication of a thrice-weekly column. Miss Mills writes: "I
can't tell you how happy I am that you are going to print the
column. Of course. Rockland seems like home to me and
everyone up in your vicinity has been so kind to me and to the
radio program that they have a special place In my affection.
This will be an extra link with Rockland and the people in the
wide territory you cover. I really think women will appreciate
having the column In their favorite newspaper, too. for they
can clip and save the suggestions and recipes instead of having
to write them down during the broadcast. I'll try to keep
the column as interesting and helpful as passible with the
good help of the "radio family" all over New England."
Marjorie Mills Ls a Maine girl the daughter of Mr, and
Mrs. O. A Meader of Waterville, and one of the most loyal
and effective boosters the Pine Tree State has ever had. She
has just completed the second series of radio programs over
the whole eastern Mutual hook-up which again have been
outstandingly successful in making friends for Maine and
Maine grown foods over a wide area. Her radio mail on the
13 weeks State of Maine program will run well over 30,000 let
ters this year.

o

o---------o

STATE LOTTERY AGAIN
The Maine Legislature is going to be sorely put to it to
find a method of financing the added demands which the
budget is certa.n to bring, without being obliged to pass a
State income tax or some other equally undesirable burden.
In this connection there is coming to the fore, and much more
formidably, the talk of a State lottery, at first blush somewhat
shocking to the sensibilities of many.. We hold no brief for
that proposition, and the legislators would probably defeat
it because fearful of what their constituents might say. But
the opponents of such a measure are quite likely to find it
embarrassing to answer some of the questions which are
being propounded. And here are a few of them:
1. The majority of Maine voters expressed themselves for
repeal. Which is worse, free rum or the purchase of an oc
casional lottery ticket, under government supervision?
2. The majority of Maine voters backed the Pari-Mutuel.
Which is worse, unlimited gambling or a dollar spent now and
then for a legalized lottery ticket?
3. Thousands of Maine people invest money In sweepstakes lotteries Which is worse, buying tickets that may
never get into the box. or buying government tickets which
are on the level?
These are not our arguments, for this paper would not
like to see lottery legislation unless the emergency was net an
insui mountable one. but they are arguments which Legisla
tors will most likely be called upon to answer. But in any
event there would be a referendum, and all of the voters
would have their say.
very fast because of the fact th a t
they are being sold so cheaply.
While the flavor is not nearly as
A n d W hat They M ean A s
good as the lobster, the price is a
a Com petitor T o the
sharp inducement to use them in
M aine Product
place of the real lobster.

Spiny Lobsters

“ The B lack Cat”

I

By The Roving Reporter

Tlie "sand-lot kids" of America
are to have their innings in the
Academy of Sport at the New York
World's Pair it is announced by
Grover A Whalen, president of the
Fair. In a "school term" covering
the period of Fair operation, there
will be free instruction in baseball
by such "professors" as Joe Mc
Carthy, Lou Gehrig. Babe Ruth, Bill
Terry. Johnny Van der Meer. B ur
leigh Grimes, “Dizzy" Dean. Hank
Greenberg. Jimmy Foxx. Joe Di
Maggio. Bob Feller and Mel Ott.
Classes are to be held in June, July.
August and September of next
year.
"Whether It Is Halligan's. Sarkesian's or Hastings' horse th at is
always ahead of us when driving
through Main street, I do not know."
writes Mrs Jo h n H. Andrews of
Rockport, "but my attention has
been attracted many times by the
little white dog that always pre
cedes one of the horses, apparently
guiding him through the traffic.”
And that would be Mr Hastings' deg
faithful to the last ditch.
Continuing, Mrs. Andrews writes:
"D ris Hyler and I were walking
on Main street recently She stopped
to make sure, then said, 'Do you see
what I see?' On looking across the
street I beheld a parked automobile
with the most contented looking
billy goat, as the sole occupant, on
the rear seat, quietly watching the
traffic from the window."
Tlie Black Cat has already re 
ported this goat, but who is quicker
than a cat. anyway? Especially
this cat.
1 hope there is more truth in th e
current report of $30 000 being left
to a Rorkland man than there was
in a story which I investigated
many years ago. This was to the
effect that Joe Adams, the shoe
maker. had been bequeathed $2,800000 I shall never forget the ex 
pression that came over the genial
shoemaker's features. "Two m il
lion." he gasped. “I haven't been
left two cents!" Joe Adams is as
happy today as if he had been left
two millions, in reality, and we
have had many a good laugh over
it since “Two million" has been
our byword for more than 25 years.

Maine is gradually edging back
into ihe Union. The wife of our
efficient Congressman Clyde H.
The Department of Commerce of
Smith, has Just been elected treas
the United States, Division of Fish
urer of the Congressional Club in
ery Industries, has in the past few
George Howard Noyes, 37. of Washinton, succeeding, by the way.
months inaugurated a service per
Stonington, who suffered a frac another Maine woman, the wife of
taining to statistics. An interesting
Congressman Ralph O Brewster.
tured skull in an automobile acci
item is derived from the Chicago re
dent at Mill Creek HUI Falmouth
After a hike from Brewer, which
port for the month of December
last Wednesday died in the Maine occupied six months. Dewey, a large
1938. It shows that the total re
General Hospital yesterday Noyes brown tomcat belonging to Albert
ceipts of lobsters into Chicago for was the driver of a car headed to  Whittaker of Gardiner, which had
the month were 12.381 pounds. ward Portland which collided with been relumed to former owners in
These all went into Chicago by ex one driven by Dr. Carleton L H a r Brewer, finally strolled into his old
press. And it shows that, during' rington in the direction of Y ar home.
the same month of December, spiny mouth. according to Deputy Sheriff
Approximately 318.000 pencils are
lebster tails arrived in Chicago to Morris and State Patrolman M a
the amounts of 4.440 pounds by guire. Both said they believed th e expected to be used in compiling
truck and 11,250 pounds by freight, cars skidded on pavement which the results of the Sixteenth Decen
nial Unitjd States Census which
or a total of 15,690 pounds.
was covered by a thin coating of ice.
On the lobster, native to this Dr. Harrington and his wife who will be taken in 1940. Speaking of
coast, the tail constitutes, roughly, was riding with him. were not seri statistics.
25% of the lobster, so the amount ously injured.
j Tlie only trouble about sealing an
of our lobsters necessary to balance
envelope with a health stamp is
the spiny lobster tails would have
SHOE WORKERS RETURN'
the fact that you are apt to forget
to have been about 60.000 pounds.
to put one of Uncle Sam's stamps on
Again, the spiny lobster tails arriv The local Boot and Shoe W ork
the front.
ing entirely by truck and freight ers' Union, comprising workers in
made the comparative cost of trans the Belfast plant of tlie Daly
Deaths from diabetes in the
portation much cheaper.
Brothers Company, closed several I united States have increased 144
These spiny lobsters are caught in weeks because of labor trouble, last j percent since 1300. according to U.
South Africa, and the biggest vol night voted 103 to 52 to return to ' g centus Bureau reports.
ume is felt in our winter months, work under the terms of a proposed
because at that time they are hav agreement brought back from Bos
One year ago: High Masonic
ing their finest, weather on the other ton late last week by Jesse W T ay  honors were accorded to Charles T.
side of the equator, being their sum lor, State Commissioner of Labor Smalley when he was elected by
mer The spiny lobsters are "quick and industry.
Kora Temple as a representative to
frozen" and sent to France and
the Imperial Council sessions to be
thence reshipped to New York. Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M hcl(l ln
Angeles.-The city
From New York they are distributed
Jbudget showed a total of $237,974.—
to other American centers. This is If I had m y life to live a g a in I Judson Rector was fatally burned
have m ade a rule to read som e
a business that has been developed would
poetry and llaten to some m u sic at while lighting a kitchen range.—
once a week. The loss of th e se Robert V. Stevenson was packing
within the last few years and con least
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—C harles
stitutes a serious threat to the Darwin.
his grip for a trip to California.—
American lobster industry, as the
Jolifi A Murphy was attracting at
THERE IS A LADY SWEET AND KIND
tention on local skating surfaces.
product can he, and ls, sold at a There Is a Lady sw eet and kind,
John A. Murphy was 80 years old.
fraction of what the true American was never fa ce so pleased my m in d
1
„„„
—ia
(I did but see her passing by.
—B B Smith shipped two 50-pound
lobster can be sold for.
And
j ,ove ^er tin I die
Attempts have been made in New Her gesture m otio n , and her sm iles. barrels of lobsters to Rudy Vallee.
York to force the restaurants, hotels Her wit. her voice my heart b egu iles. —Mrs. Irene Gould, well known
my h eart. I know not w h y.
summer resident at Pleasant Beach,
and markets to brand these spiny Beguiles
And yet I love her till 1 die.
died in a Medford. Mass., hospital.
lobster tails as such. In fact, sev
Cupid ls w inged and doth range.
eral arrests,have been made for Her country so my love doth ch an ge: —Edward Brown, former Thomas
lis
t in g th
e se ta
ils as
h ste r s The
e earth
or jchange
liituig
tne.se
tans
as lo
loaners.
m t I(But
Yet change
wl„ j sh
love
her tlll
dle sh e sky ton postmaster, died at the age of
86 years.
competition seems to be growing
—Anonymous

A ccident W as Fatal

Every-O ther-D ay
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P a g e Tw o

Mrs. Brown is the daughter of Mi.
and Mrs-. Osborne Welt of , this town.
‘D u tc h N ig h tin g a le ”
Dr. and Mrs. Francis W Redlon
THRF.E-TIMF.S-A-WF.EK
M ak es U . S. D ebu t
Raymond C. Perry former alder
Battery E. 240th CA.C.. went wild
returned Sunday from a visit in
m
an
from
Ward
Four
was
last
night
The lord is nigh unto all them
in a game with South Bristol la'*
MRS. !GUISE MILLER
Portland and Boston.
th at call upon Him. to all that call
week, winning 62 to 39. Freeman elected chairman of the President's
Correspondent
Miss Carol Stevens visited in Bos
upon Him in truth. Psalm 146: 18
| was high scorer with 22 points, Ames Birthday Ball for 1939 in Rockland.
ton over the weekend.
Detailed plans will be announced |
; a close second with 20.
• • • •
Tel. 27
next
issue.
Battery E, 240th C.A.C. (62)
Garden Club Activities
F. Pis
<3
Mrs. Ella Marshall visited Sunday
The Community Garden Club at
Word has been recieved here ol
3
0
1
(First Installment)
|n ship's deck. tall, capable, every Withee, rf ...
Its meeting Thursday voted to meet
the death in Attleboro. Mass., of in Gorham
In W hich a Farm er, Tw o
0
..
6
McLain,
rf
12
I Mabel Sargent Hines widow of
Three score years ago, the steam- ' inch a sailor. Most people felt
Mr and Mrs. Roy Mack have re in April subject to call of a special
0
29
10
Kid^and a Fisherm an Arc ers which ran from Boston to B an -' easier and happier on his ship, al Anus. If ....
Elmer Hines, formerly of Providence turned from a weeks' visit in Bos- meeting earlier in the spring. An
22
2
10
Freeman,
c
Figures
enjoyable evening was spent, the
R. I.. Mrs. Hines who was born In ton.
gor operated under the name and though there were never bred. Huntley, rg
5
4 this city U survived by two sons | The jitterbug Sewing Club will
0
entertainment committee furnishing
0
0
Editor of The Courler-Oazatte:— management of the Sanford Line jbetter captains than these to which ' Halstead, rg .......... 0
a lunch.
2 Elmer and Ralph, a sister Mary meet Wednesday afternoon with
0
One ofthe prominent citizens which subsequently changed to the this line entrusted the lives of i Chase, lg ................. 1
The Club feels well satisfied with
Sweetland and a brother Walter Mrs. Madeline Hilton.
0
0
here who prides himself on having Boston and Bangor Steamship Com- J p s passengers nor was their faith Da>.........
0
Sargent, all of Attleboro.
Mrs. Nora Burns has returned to its seasons work. The Club House
pany. The three earliest beats which cv, r more fullv Justifled
!
------Friendship after passing a week has been painted inside, electric
a bi," wood pile at his back door the
62
30
I remember were the Cambridge.
Thp Cambridgc was built in New
At last night's meeting of Ki- with Mrs. Melvina Comery
lights installed, it is equipped with
year around, recently received a
K atahdin and Lewiston.
| y<jrk ln 196- an(J waj 1337 27 gros>
South Bristol (39)
wanis Club. Bradford C. Redonnet
Tlie Susannah Wesley Society good furniture, a piano in the astelephone call in the email hours of
As a young boy. living in that and 1098 85 nH tonnag€ She was
F. Pts. cf Wiscasset spoke interestingly on will meet Thursday afternoon w lth«m bly room and an electric stove
the morning, asking. "Have you dry
ancient section of Boston known a handsome boat, her lines were House, r f ............... 4
a "Personalities and Memories
He Mrs. Dora H Yorke.
0
in the kitchen. Considerable work
wood?"
as Charlestown. I went first to trim and graceful and she sat lik? Thompson. I f ...... 5
0
10
'
said
each
Kiwanian
should
reach
j Mrs A E Boggs wd,
hostess; has been done on the grounds with
•'Yes. sir." said tlie farmer
school. Within easy walking dis a Swan upon the water, but beau Rice, c ................... 5
0
13 , cut a helping hand to those less •p,ursday night to the Bridge Club i the intention of making it corresCot< Vandermark
“Go pt>ur water on it." said tire
tance of the great monument that tiful as she was ploughing through McFarland rg
0
8.
fortunate,
give
them
a
lift
and
e
n
}
Mr
ftnd
Mrs
Ervin
pmkham
and
pond
with
and
a
continuation
of
4
voice on the other end cf the wire.
One of the top-ranking lieder
j marks the battle of Bunker Hill, the ocean, she was more so in her j Partin, l g ............. 1
1
3 couragement. He cited his per- son Wayne Of Nobleboro spent Sun-j the High School grounds which it singers of the last century, Cote
This conversation was heard re- c!ust-r tl,e strect5 over whlch 1 interior decorations.
— scnal cases where he had given help day
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
adjoins.
Her m ain!
—
Vandermark, distinguished Nether
cently between Elaine Allen and roamed and^ about them cling my salcon occupied the entire cabin
19
3.1 to boys, and now they aiemaking
Mrs.Earle Spear entertained at j Through the efforts of the Club,
lands operatic and concert soprano,
• • * *
good. Well never regret helping carda p ^ a y afternoon Mrs Austin its individual membership and eo- will make her American debut in
Charlene Allen, five and six year earliest recollections. Neither Chirst- from aft to under the pilot house
Another win for Battery E was the someone." hesaid. Now and then Miller. Mrs. Richard Gerry, Mrs operation, of Sanford Brown, who Hollywood as a featured artist on
old daughters of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Henry mas nor the Fourth of July were forward
the Kraft Music Hall program over
the
high
spots
of
my
boyhood,
but
She was very ornate in her finish. I name Sundaywith the Northend
Mr Redonnet recalls his younger --y€S,|e
Benner. -Mrs.
Allen. Charlene owned a hotel.
------------------ - -Gertrude Ben- ’was in charge of the work, the curb- a coast-to-coast NBC hookup, Janu
rath
er
the
time,
after
the
closing
and
lhe
long.
arched
saloon
was
Amoco
Oilers.
Withee
the
high
point
days
by
looking
over
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old
basener
Mrs.
olivc
Crowell,
Mrs.
Fred
ing
around
and
grading
in
front
It seems Elaine wanted to buy it.
ary 26 at 10 p.m. E. S. T. The
man
bah and football uniforms. He Qenthner and Mrs. Virgil Wallace of the High School building was •'Dutch Nightingale” who lists
She went to the supposed hotel and of the schools, when my father took rfstfu , and arlistk Dunng
Charlene
went
to
h
“
vacation,
during
July
and
Au
complimented the fine group of j Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs visited made possible without cost to the among her continental triumphs a
Battery E. ’ 40lli C.A.C. 133)
rang the bell
the forward portion was roped off
gust.
town The Club wishes to thank command performance in honor of
F. Pts. Kiwanlans in Rockland, and told Saturday ln Portland.
G.
with silken ropes and used as a
th e dcor.
In Charlestown for nine years my dining room The Cambridge was Ames, r f ................. 3
Mr and Mr. Horace Vose. Mr those who contributed to the fund the late Queen Mother "Emma" of
6 Of the good the club had done
0
Elaine said. "Is this Hotel Allen?'
fath er passed the most glorious 259 feet in length. 36 feet beam Withee I f ............... 9
18 Jam es J. Flanagan was initiated ard Mrs. Roy Wallace and son Ray- and patronized the cake sales and Holland, has been heard frequently
0
"Yes." said Charlene.
years
of
his
ministry,
but
throughri{
h
dcplh
hc,d
Qf
„
fwt
12
into membership Joseph Lamb was ,nord Of Thomaston were guests' flower show which made these im- over the internationally known
0
Ft eeman, c ........... 6
" It is for sale?" said Elaine
Dutch radio stations NCRV and
2 a guest.
not for sale f u t hls Ilfe- no sP°l brou«hl him
One thing sticks fast in my Huntley, rg .......... 1
0
provements possible.
Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
"No, this hotel Is ___
AVRO. Miss Vandermark’s debut
under any construction."
, the rest and peace th a t Ingraham s ______
....................
...........
_
0
Russell Winchenbach
entered The room is occupied at present will mark the first time a Nether
memory—her engineers were kind McLain, rg
0
Importance of Plan! Roots
“Tut. tut." said th eir grandpar- Hl11 aflordcd Happy day and happy
lutle
who were alwavs p ^ . : Chase,
chase, lg
0
0
Knox Hospital Monday for treat Jointly with the Woman's Club, lands singer has been featured on
The most important part of a
1hour when, with my mother on his
whose interest in the civic pride of radio in America. She plans a con0
ment.
ent. “You mean consideration"
ing into the engine room and n o t, Halstead, lg
plant is the root. The stalk, leaves
"Yes. that's what I mean.' said | arm ' he PUcted mv >'oun*er ^ e r infrequently would invite us in to
John Grant of Castine spent the the town is along the same line ccrt tour of America and Mexico in
and flowers inay die and, on most
and myself through the dense traffic sR Qn the ,eathern
and waUh
' as the G arden Club and has always j the near future.
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Charlene.
plants, they do die. every year. But, weekend in town.
of Atlantic avenue, to either Rowes
Good Luck Reb'-kah Lodge meets co-operated with and assisted the j
___ _
Amoco Oilers (25i
if the roots die, the plant wi)l not
the engines. We never tired of it
1younger club, many members be- :
A fisherman who always has w harf or India wharf. All the and sat very still only answering
G.
F. Pts. grow again. The root is important tonight
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Morse and 1longing to both organizations
The mo t important time of all
plenty of fish on hand was called Eastern steamers left Boston at 5 .when the engineers spoke to us. F. LaCrosse r f ... 1
2 to a plant for many reasons. It
0
out of bed at 2 o'clock in the morn p m.. making the trip to Maine After the passage of more than half M. Leo. If ............. 5
3
13 holds the plant steady and firm in j^r and Mrs Earl Benner have I The Club House seats about 40 for the busy man a take recreative
persons and is available for sm all; exercise. is when he has no time for
ing to answer this question: Have mostly by night, a custom they fol a century I can see in memory the Lord, c ............ ....... 1
3 the ground so that it may be nour- been recent Port]and visitors.
1
lowed until the closing of the serv
u
p
fhe
p°Un?se
fo<£
fS
m
’the
S
’
Supt
A.
D
Gray
was
in
Blue
Hill
gatherings and card parties at a R dec]ares
Rwd .„ a
you dry fish?"
1
Murgita,
r
g
...........
1
3
arrow that marked every revolu
ice between Boston and Bangor—
"Y es' answered the fisherman.
.small cost to cover lighting. flre reccn( issue of ,H _ela
4 If the plant had no roots, it could over the weekend
0
tion of the wheels. It seemed won F. Winch'baugh. lg 2
"Oo give them a drink" said the cver
years
not force its way down into the
Sumner Hancock a member of and janitoring. The Club is among
derful to watch the oilers on the
leaving time.
questioner and hung up the re- ... Tlle hour t*f°re
ground,
where
stores
of
food
and
the
high school faculty will be the few in the State which owns
10
5
L
J
, steel cat walks, stick the long spouts
these wharves hustled with activity; , .. ,
. . .. .
< Referee. Smith.
I moisture are kept. We make use of guest speaker at the Woman's Club its own club house.
reiver
...
,
of their cans into the bearings of
such as this generation knows
, the food stored up by the roots. , hu afternoon.
• • • •
Elmer E. Allen
the great walking beam on the
i Potatoes, carrots and beets are
nothing about. G reat jiggers, drags
returned
OPEN TO LOTTERY TICKET
Union
39.
Hallowell
32
Tenant's Harbor. Jan . 16
down stroke.
s, very
v e r y good
good food
io o a for
lo r
. . .
root-vegetables,
"
„ herr
and cabs forced their way into the
Hallowell 49. Vnion 25
the fo
m State
human beings. Persons lost in tlie
Irom
6tat€ Street Hospital
osp. ■ where
Q.nntnr c,war nf Portland
The Cambridge had sleeping acm idst of the passengers. As o n e ,____________
...
, _ _ ____
. . . ____
„ The
. ,top line indicates the boys’
woods have often lived for a long Mie has been a patient.
P6
i
CANCELLED HER S. O. S.
Iccmmodaticns _for
450 passengers,
nearea the gang plank one picked #nd carried eight
boaLS
victory in Saturday night's game time on roots. The Indians ate many
Mrs John Goodwin entered Knox said last night he plans to have 1
BOUGHT
The Mackay Radio Station a t hls way through enormous piles of the numerous life rafts. She u s - , Union. The under line tells how roots we do not grow in our gardens Hospital Friday for surgical treat- memorial to Congress drafted shortThomaston reported last night over- freight, while the roustabouts and ually had a jib-foresail and main- the Hallowell girls tied the honors as vegetables, the lotus lilies, for ment.
1b' for consideration of the Maine
A N D SO LD
122Ttf
and
John Alnes 0( j effcr- Legislature asking that the national
hearing the British steamer Swin- longshoresmen pushed their trucks sail bent, but bonneted to keep them in a bow knot Nichols of Hallowell example.
tourne cancel the call for assistance sliding them, loaded to capacity,
______________
1
son
werc
callers
Saturday
at
the
lawmakers
open
the
(mails
to
the
was high point man. The boys'
clean.
carrying of State lottery tickets.
th a t had sent two ships speeding to d<>»'» the gTeat freight gangway.
•Thirty Days Hath Scpleipber*
homc of Mrs- Jennle Benner
If the engineers were thoughtful £C0Tc:
Iter aid through gale-swept -cas off Rotng down on the right hand side of little boys even more so were the
Mr
and
Mrs
George
Brown
and
The
origin
of
the
verse,
"Thirty
' n*on
Cape Hatteras. Mackay said the and rolling them back empty on colored stewards and stewardesses.
F. Pts. 1 days hath September, April, June daughter iscbel of Brookline. Mass, COl’RIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS ' ' * *R O C K IA N O '
” •
WORK WONDERS
Swinburnes operator told a Bcr- j the other side to avoid collisions,
0
0 and November." is lost in antiquity, ere spending the winter in Miami.
Women traveling alone with their , Lucas. If ............... 0
------------— — —
tnuda shore station the vessel no
Mussolini with his fiercest scowl qhildren will never forget the help- Aho. If
2
6 It is at least as old as the Gregorian
longer needed aid and would pro- would never seem so great to me ful ministrations of these faithful Hich. rf
0
0 calendar and probably much older
The year 1572 marks its first ap
ceed. under her own power, to Bcr- as the burley mate driving these colored people
E ancy. rf ......
1
9 pearance in English literature, when
muda. roughly 300 miles away.
i bully boys to get as much freight
Simmons, c ...
0
2 Richard Grafton included it in his
William A Holman
______________
1on before sailing time as possible.
2
B. Ferris, c .
14 "Little Treatise." an almanac of
Portland. Jan. 12.
The firm that doesn't advertise
I was always a little disappointed
R. Ferris l g ....
1
7 the period, under the title. "A Rule
is like a merry-go-round without H it happened to be the Katahdin's
Me Ed ward, rg
(To Be Concluded)
1
1 to Knowe How Many Days Euerv
Moneth in the Yere Hath." Graf
night down I used to watch the
music.
ton's version, containing no teferLroad paddle boxes with the moun
WILL FIGHT NOVA
Totals ................ 16
39 ence to leap year, ran as follows: j
tain and Indian's head painted on
Hallowell (32)
"Thirty dayes hath Nouember,
1it but father would assure me she
Maxie Baer, former heavyweight
Pts. April, Iune & September. February
O
F
was
the
best
sea
boat
on
the
line.
champion and young Lou Nova, the p,-att. If
0
0
0 hath xxviij alone. And all the rest
Without Laxatives— and ^ou 11 Eat«
Everything from Soup to Nuts •
However I do not think danger! new "white hope.' are matched for Nichols. I f .............. 8
hath xxxi." Only two copies of the
0
16
Tha itcwaih should (b re-t two pounds of food
dolly When you eat heavy, rre ^ y . e i r i e or ever entered my head, but when the a 15-rcund contenders' battle at Patten, rf ..................0
2 original work survive, one in the
2
rich foods cr when you are nr .-cum. hurried or
chew poorly—your at ach often poura out !<•*» beat happened to be the Cambridge. Yankee Stadium May 25. The win- Leighton, rf
1
0
2 Henry IV Huntington library, the
much fljld. Your f J doesn't digest and you
other in the British museum.
have fis , heartburn, nnusoft. pAl:i or a«xir
then
my
joy
was
full.
My
father
ner
is
expected
to
get
a
title
shot
Oray.
c
i...
-..........
3
0
6
Otomach. You fee! setir. ykfe ind upi'-t all over.
Doctors say never take a laxative f-»r stomj< li
would step and chat a moment with 1at Champion Joe Louis in Septem- 'Graves, lg ........... 0
0
0
pain. It la danrerous and foolhh. It take* thoso
little blar k tabli ts ra I B
•- f r l
Capt. Otis Ingraham, his life long ber if Louis survives his fith crown | Anderson, rg
2
0
4
Name Annie Means ‘Grace’
to make the exet's ito u rh fluid* harmless, relieve
dlstre«s ln no time a 1 put y»u ba<k on y ur friend
Captain Ingraham was the oefense at Madison Square G ar Grant, rg
The name Annie is a diminutive
0
foot. Relief Is so q i: r k It l« «»atin< and one 25c
a<0 proves It Ask for B tl -ans (or inditeatlou. handsomest man th a t ever walked den Jan. 25 against Light-heavy
of the Hebrew Ann, meaning
weight Champion John Henry
Totals ................. 15
2
32 •’grace.” However, according to a
writer in the Cleveland Plain Deal
Referee. Miles. Time four 8's.
er, it is considered an independent
Lc
• • • •
name and few of the Annies were
Friday night the Community T ro ever named Ann. Most famous of
IN C O L N B A S K E T B A L L
jans went down to defeat ln the last all the Annies was Annie Laurie,
1
Boys' Standing
ten reconds. In the hands of Bath daughter of an English baronet,
C 1.0 The game was packed with whose name was immortalized by
W.
P r o v id e this p e r m a n e n t life in s u r a n c e p r o te c tio n
excellent ball playing throughout. William Douglass in the song of that
3
name.
She
became
the
mother
of
1
It was a hard game to lose, especial
th r o u g h o u r e a s y - s ta r t p la n . F o r the f i r s t J iv e y e a r s
Alexander Fergusson, hero of Burns'
T u e s d a y . T h u r s d a y . .S a tu rd a y A t N n n n
i
1
ly as the Trojans had led all the
song "The Whistle.” Annie Oakley
*
It
way.
m
1
y o u r p re m iu m s a r e JU S T H A L F the su b s e q u e n t ra te.
(1866-1926) comes next, greatest
Adams was the outstanding play woman rifle shot ever known. Her
...............
0
IN R O C K L A N D
R
er of the game, and Brown was name was given slangily to free
tickets of any kind because she once
In Paraguay there ts a firefly the .'.looting ace.
Naum & A dam s,
222 S o u th Main St.
A N N U A L P R E M IU M F O R S IX T Y $100 C H E C K S
neatly "punched” with a rifle bullet
Bath C.I.O. (43)
Chisholm 's,
4 3 8 Main St.
w
First
Age at
After
A<e at
After
Age at
First
After
Pint
G.
F. Pts. a pair of passes to the Wild West
H uston-T uttle Book Store,
4 0 4 Main St.
show in which she olsved.
5 Years
5lli Year
I&.8UP
Issue
5 Years
! 5th Year
5th Year
Imup
5 Years
0
8
It is known as the McQuarric. rf ..... 4
A . H. R o b in so n ’s,
2 7 2 Main St.
469.10
4138.40
4104.60
4103.00
4406.00
31
42
20
451.30
Brown. If
........ 7
1
15
71.30
144.60
105.00
43
107.30
414.60
52.50
32
Jack G reen ’s,
2 4 6 Main St.
21
Parks, c ...........
2
0
4
78.70
147.40
443.80
107.80
44
53.90
33
111.90
22
0
0
Happy are they who know how to Lewis, c __............... 0
7 2 4 Main St.
Isaac B. S im m o n s’,
76.30
154.60
55.00
110.40
34
45
116.80
433.60
23
2
6
friends, but happier arc they Sarkis, rg ............. 2
Carver’s B o o k Store,
3 0 4 Main St.
78.90
157.80
56.70
113.40
35
46
443.80
141.00
24
Meister, rg ........ 0
0
0
163.60
81.80
116.00
36
47
455.00
58.10
147.50
25
Charles T ib b etts’,
2 8 8 Main St.
466.80
84.80
119.60
169.60
59.80
37
133.40
26
48
5 4 8 Main Si.
K ennedy’s,
88.00
49
38
176.00
479.40
144.80
139.60
61.40
27
39
91.40
184.80
494.60
63.00
146.40
146J0
28
50
Broad St.
I. J. G ra v es’,
190.00
95.00
130.40
40
65.10
29
4 6 8 Main St.
P. L. H a v en er ’s,
Also issued at ages 51 to 60
98.80
197.60
131.00
41
30
07.00
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W . A . Holm an H arks B ack To the D ays Of the
Boston B oats
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AN INVALUABLE AID TO YOUR FAMILY

W HERE YO U CAN BU Y
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Jake S m alley,
E conom y’s,

17 W illo w Si.
9 Park St.

IN N E IG H B O R IN G T O W N S
S. W . H astings,
A . J. D onaldson,
Mrs. E. M . Ludwig,
Cogan D ru g Store,
W. E. Carroll,
A. B. V in a l,
Harold F ossett,
Flora B au m ,
A. B. Borgerson,
Mrs. B ert Andrew s,
L. H. E lw ell,
H. A. B arrow s,
C. W . Stockbridge,
D. J. N o y e s,
E m ett P a w le y ,
Alfred K en n ey,
Mrs. E n id L. M onaghan,
Mrs. C arrie A . G eyer,
Mrs. L illian Stevens,
Fred L u d w ig,
Shaw B o o k Store,
Brown & Sprowl,

Camden
Thom aston
W aldoboro
Warren
Rockport
V in a l H aven
U nion
S o u th T hom aston
O w l’s Head
W e s t Rockport
Rockville
G len C ove
Atlantic
Stonington
T e n a n t’s Harbor
St. George
Port Clyde
S o u th Cushing
P leasan t Point
W ashington
Bath
A ppleton

IF DEATH SHOULD STOP YOUR INCOME

L

Policies issued at these rates contain Premium Waiver Disability Benefit and Dividend Provisions

A PERSONAL INVITATION

S IZ K
•

When you arc looking at any type of automatic coal burning
■?u:pm( nl—that is. Stokers, both hard real and soft coal, hot wa'nr
hcatrrs. thermostats, etc., remember we make it very easy to buy.
H i s t , w e : urvey your home and heating plant, and withou'. any
t ' ligation to ycu, give you a complete estimate of cost.
Von don't have to make any down payment. You can take
a k:ig a -th ie c years to pay. ( culd anything be fairer than that?
Adept cur invitation. You'll be well repaid for your lime.

A sk for Ray Perry

F. P. WINSLOW & R. C. PERRY
ST O K E R D E A L E R S
R O C K L A N D , - - - M A IN E

BE

NUM BER

F IT T E D

TO

OF
YOUR

C H IC K S
MEANS

Exam ple: S ix ty $ 2 0 0 checks fu r double the rate above, or 120
cheeks o f $100 each fo r less th a n double. M a n y other h e lp fu l
com binations available.

r^AT
QUEEN E U 1 A 3 E T N W/AS
TNE F IR ST WOMAN EVER
TOWEAR S/LK STOCKIN6S1
Skaimg. lg ...........

TELEPHO NE 487

CAN

A N D

5

0

Totals ............... 20
3
Community Trojans (41)
G
F
IMcLeod, rf .......... 2
0
IJ Karl, if ................ 1
4
F. LaCrosse, c .... 5
5
IBohn, rg ............... 1
0
Adams, lg ............. 7
0
W. Karl, l g ...... .
0
0

MONTH-TO-MONTH INCOME FOR DAY-TO-DAY NEEDS
C onsult Agent, phone local office, or u ritc to the C o m p a n y

;o
43
Pts.
4
6
15
2
14
0

Totals ................ 16
9
41
In a prelim game, Ba-tli B team
defeated Rockland B team 26 to 24
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Allen D. Niles, 48, who died sud
F R IE N D S H IP
denly in a Boston hospital, is sur
vived here by a brother, Carroll
The Parent-Teacher Association
Niles.
will meet Thursday at 8 o'clock at j A Valued Correspondent
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
the High School rooms. Frank D
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
N otes M atters Which In
IA W U A B V
WH
Motorists who travel to St. George Rowe, superintendent of Warren
rut V * . M 3. ML «AT
terest Readers
these days will be amazed at the schools, will be the guest speaker,
Matinee Sat-Sun. (also Holidays*
1 1
J 4 » 4 7
at 2.30. Ev’gs, single shows 7.30
progress which is being made cn
Mrs. Melvin Burns was a recent j
„
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
t 9
10 11 I t I I 14
HOOVER SALES AND SERVICE
the new road through Long Cove Portland visitor.
„
Needham. Mass., Jan 12.
TUES.-WED., JAN. 17-18
IS 16 17 I t I t tO t l
and Wild Cat.
Mr. and Mrs. Long of Belfast were
Tjle ncw aijnanac ar)£j ^ le iPngtlit t t>
t 4 tS t 6 t7 t t
JOAN BENNETT. JACK BENNY
callers Sunday ln this locality.
enlng day reuund me that
th„
MARY BOLAND
The new destroyer Jouttt is hav
M 10 11 »
THE YACHT CLUB BOYS
Mr. and Mi's. Cortland Brackett childhood home of Leonard O. Packing endurance and economy tests
in
oi New Harbor visited Sunday with ar(j there are two "noon-marks." On
along the Maine coast today. The
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Murphy.
a window sill in tlie winter kitchen
“A R T IST S A N D
Bath-built craft is of the same type
Mrs. Charles Stenger and Mrs is a deep groove made with a file.
as destroyers recently tried here,
M O D ELS A B R O A D ”
William Hahn attended a luncheon marking the shadow of the sun at
hence
will not be on the Rockland
“COMING EVENTS CAST THE1K
given Tuesday by the Waldoboro noontime on the shortest day of the
SHADOWS BEFORE"
course for standardization teas.
THURSDAY ONLY, JAN. 19
Womans Club.
year. On a window sill in the sumJan. 19—M onthly m eeting of B ap tist
Men’s League.
*
OLYMPA
BRADNA
The
social
dances
sponsored
by
mer kitchen is a similar mark whicn
Jan. 20 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.
RAY MILLAND
meets at G rand Army hall.
I
the
P.T.A.
and
held
at
the
recreashows
the line for the noontime
Jan. 20—"The Gay Nineties Jubllesta"
in
at C om m unity Building
tion hall are being well attended shadow on the longest day of the
The
fisherman,
Richard
Noonan
Jan. 20—R u b in stein Club m eets ln
“SA Y IT IN FR E N C H ”
M isses’ sizes only
Universal 1st vestry.
is at the Snow shipyard receiving About 55 young folks attended Frl- year These marks were made when
Jan 20—M eeting ol Knox C ounty i
day
night.
The
hall
is
open
evarv
V
k
depended
on
the
sundial
and
extensive repairs to her Diesel en
Fish and G am e Association at th e j
12 to 20
Congregational vestry ln T hom aston J
gine clutch. The Noonan is one of Tuesday and Friday night and the hourglass for their record of
Jan. 25—C am den—Social and en te r 
those
who
do
not
care
to
dance
will
}
time.
Like
the
sundial,
the
“noon____
Mrs.
Sarah
Stimpson
has
employtainm ent a t Y M C A
the 14 dory all sail fishermen of
Jan. 26-27 — Mid winter m eetin g of
t , th<1 hoolclreenino ripnnrt
oooKgeeping aepart- an almost extinct era. Her sail find many games on hand. Wednes- niarks record only the sunny hours,
Mslnc Federationn of Women's C lubs u ,nenl ln
1 he fa m o u s K url K h o v a r fabric nev er b efo re,
Augusta.
A significant Sign
ment of Underwood Packing Co. has been practically done away with day and Thursday nights manual
Feb 1-2—"High Pressure Homer" a t
training
room
at
the
High
School
and she is dependent upon Diesel
Congregational vestry.
In Lynchburg. Virginia. I recently
to ou r kno w led g e, offered a t less th an $ 1 6 .3 0 .
Feb. 2 —W aldoboro— Parent-Teacher
The funeral services of Hiram power for propulsion, as is the fash is open under the supervision of saw a sign which read :
Ass n m eetin g at High School b u ild in g
Mr.
Knapp,
principal
of
the
High
Feb 13—Sam ple Fair by Boy S co u ts Dunton will be held from the resi ion of the times. The Noonan is ln
"Drlnkhard & Payne.
ln High Sch ool gym nasium.
dence at 18 Mechanic street at 2 command of Capt. John Thompson School and manual training in
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED
Feb. 14—V alen tine Day.
Dealers in Buick Cars''
Peb. 18, 19. 20—Camden—O uting Club o'clock on Tuesday afternoon.
of Portland, while her regular skip- structor. A large class is always
Carnival at S n ow Bowl.
Offended A Champion
lier, Capt. Harry Bickford, is in a ,in attendance
Not
long
ago an "Aid-All" agent
Representative
Alan
L.
Bird
and
Mrs.
Myron
Neil
who
has
been
Robert Gregory is attending the
Portland hospital, recovering from
confined to her home for some time called at my door taking orders for
N. E. Clothiers’ Convention being Frank H. Ingraham attended the a very severe injury.
spices, cosmetics, etc. Having had an
semi-annual banquet of the Maine
by illness, is improving.
held this week in Boston.
State Bar Association at the Au
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Simmons unfortunate transaction with a for- , -j
Penobscot View Grange will have gusta House on Wednesday evening United Spanish War Veterans met and family and Mr. and Mrs. Cal mer agent I declined to give an or- 1*<
a guest speaker Thursday night who of last week
recently. George T. Stewart ln a vin Simmons of Long Island were der, stating my reason^ lor doing so.
is well versed on his subject of
very impressive manner installed callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs Angered by my kindly, though firm, knew I was going to be there, I Jo j A get-to-gether of District 16.
The series of messages on the these officers for the Camp: Com Fred Simmons.
refusal the agent said. "Look at me!" not know, but because of that sign I.O.OJ'. will be held Jan. 21. The j
vital importance.
Then the following conversation en I can give you no more personal in- grand officers are expected and I t '
Jewish people being given by Rev mander, Harry Smith; vice com
• • • •
sued:
Dances are being held every S a t J. Charles MacDonald at the First mander, Ralph E. Doherty: junior
formation concerning th e bed of the is earnestly hoped that a full atJoint Installation
"I am sound ln mind and body, am
urday night a t South Hope Grange Baptist Church each Sunday night vice commander. Otis Trundy; quar
A. L. P. tendance will be on hand to greet i
Erie
Canal.
Pythian Sisters of Friendship I not?"
hall. Exceptionally good music is is attracting large audiences, and termaster, Walter Weeks; historian,
! them.
Temple
and
Knights
of
Pythtans
of
"So far as I can judge by so super
furnished by Hal Alley's orchestra. causing deep interest ln this sub George A. Miller; patriotic instruc
THE CAT WENT BACK
ject. which is of such vital import tor, Joseph Bennett; adjutant, Medunccok Lodge held a Joint in ficial an examination. I should say
stallation
last
Tuesday,
attended
by
Tlie 57th annual gift ball of the
so."
•
The "birds' nests" which orna ance at the present time.
George T. Stewart; chaplain, John
visiting lodges of Thomaton War
Atlantic
Engine Co. will be held in
"Well,
if
there
were
another
war
mented the electric light poles dur
S. Ranlett; surgeon. O. W. Fess,
Would Fain Have Kept Pet
Rockland may well be proud of officer of the day. George E. Cross; ren and Waldoboro. The newly i you would expect me to go and fight
the Opera House a t Camden Feb.
ing the holidays were taken down
elected officers of Friendship Temple for you wouldn.t you?.
Saturday. Gave Main street rather one of her sons Charles Ellis, senior officer of the guard. Horace Vose;
When Alton Hall Blackington 24. In this connection Chief Engi
. oh! no , f , here wer(,
at Wheaton (Illinois) College, who sergeant major, George Lurvey; were impressively installed by Pas,
an appearance of emptiness.
spok? in Meriden. C onn , the other neer Allen Payson had an idea. He
among other honors won through quartermaster Sergeant. I. Leslie Chief Annie Doe. who was ably as war and you wanted to enlist, I night a kitten became attached to wrote to Heinz, tlie pickle man and
Caroline Bodman, Rockland’s the past three years, is now accorded cross; senior color bearer, Oeorgc sisted by Past Chief Daisy Simmons should say that that was for you to him and followed him in to the Meri- called his attention to the tact that
Steam lighter Sophia transported
57th annual was a significant recrack roller skater, has been mad? one of the highest honors given by ! Leonard; junior color bearer. W. A as grand manager .and Past Chief decide. I shouldn't expect you to den High School building.
a
deck load of soft coal to Vinal
Edna
Packard
as
grand
senior.
fight for me."
j Blackington's appearance on the minder of the “57 varieties Result,
a member of the Riverside Skating i
College, ln hls position as s eavey; chief Musician, Alfred
Past
Chief
Orctha
Mitchell
had
a
ten
dollar
prize
for
the
gift
ticket
Httven
Mond« ' and Ul addlllon !o
Club in Skowhegan. Miss Bodman , President of the Student Council.
smith.
Department sent t vice
"Oh! yes, you would, but I post- tage. petting the tiger, which he
this carried on top of her deck loud
charge
. , . of the opening ceremonies . lively refuse to do so. I refuse to described as having two “large
___ ___ president Ella M. Hyland installed
has become popular in other skating |
—7
of coal a new Dodge truck
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Macrinks also in Maine.
the following officers for the Aux .Wh?^h. ^ r! ^ en- i ? . dlg?lfled T n" flght for anybody who looks down thumbs." called forth a ripple of
An unprecedented attendance at
------j Donald assisted by Luther Bickner by Past Chief Edna Lawry flag- on me!"
merriment. Mr. Blackington an- last weeks cooking school at the
iliary: President* Minnie Smith;
Rockland
High
school's up anti
bearer
wearing
a
white
silk
cape
and
The Torchbearers Club met F ri- nmre and Miss Virginia Egan, re senior vice. Annie Trundy; junior
“I don't look down on you. I nounced that he h a d already beday night at the Salvation Armj- cently entertained the Intermediate i y|oe
ch."p7ak Je«l» cap to match, lined with crimson , ilmplv do not care for any of the come fond of th€ c a t and if no Universalist vestry caused some in- j coming basketball team is playin
hall. New officers were elected: Virl Society of Christian Endeavor of Wall; patriotic instructor. Laura satin. Past Chief Nellie Wlnchen- products you happen to be selling." one claimed it. he would take it to convenience, but on Thursday ol j | WO games at homc this week and
this week those attending will find i deserves liberal and loyal patronag"
Alley, president; Maude Staples. the First Baptist Church at a skat- Ranlett; historian. Nella Vose; con- paw as Flora had charge of the
'Oh! yes, you do, and I positively Boston with him la st night.
a complete new seating arrangement Laurence High which defeated Rockvice president; Alma Johnson, sec- mg party at Rocky Pond Sixteen ductor Annje BenneU. Laura' Ran. flower girls. Joan Winehenpaw. Ava reruse t0 flght for you
When he was inform ed by an ob- allowing all to sec with ease the new land 34 to 28 in Fairfield earlier in
retary-treasurer; Suli Johnson, edi- « er<’ Present; and a 1 voted il a iett installed Ella Hyland as secrc- Winehenpaw. Gladys Burns. Esther
Squaring hls shoulders, he turned servant member of th e audience raised stage with its new strong light the season, comes tomorrow night,
most delightful occasion
S.mmons and Kay Davis. In color and went down the steps
) th a t the cat, which h a d been misstor.
_____
I tary. Mrs. Hyland presented the
ing effects. Miss Cluff will open the and will find rocks on the track if
ful dresses and silver crowns the
Now
when
Mussolini
glowers
and
ing several days, was th e pet of the school a t 2 celock £harp and every it expects to find easy traveling
The Sons of the American Legion
Pleastnt Valley Orange holds
Pr«sld« lt Jessie Wall, with group marched in bearing carnaHitler snarls I quake in my shoes Rev. Dr. George E. Bishop, pastor body is cordially invited. All food Camden High comes Friday night
have reorganized with Jack Wood installation tonight at 815 o'clock
nf n a tr
tions. Miss Gladys Burns presenting because jn peace time. at my Own of the First Methodist church. Mr
as commander and will put in a with Pomona Master Oerald Bev- JSmith on behalf of the Auxiliary a flower to each officer
will be given away. The final school and this league game will be the
as commander and w in p u t in a
installing officer E tta An P««ented Mrs. Wall and Mrs. Hydoor, I offended a “champecn."
, Blackington himself returned the of the scries will be held at 7.15, Jan. big noise. Both teams want that
right lively winter, with the use of ,erage as installing omcer, t t t a An"I Come To the Garden Alone'
As is generally known, the old kitten to the nearby parsonage
the hall at a n , and „ ] U rn,, F r o - ~
marshal. H « 1 B ar,m t. '“ X
*1
*1X , *
„ . . . .......
26. with menus appealing to men and game badly. The girls teams will
was sung by the officers Installed.
Erie Canal passed through the heart 1
'
------------------women alike.
disport both nights.
basketball,
model
airplanes
emblem
bearer
and
Evelyn
Bartlett
Camp
Au*“
,ar5
*
ere
I
with
Blanche
Wilson
of
Thomaston
pong
of the city of Rochester. N. Y. When i Battery E basketball team plays
regalia
bearer.
Soloist.
Constance
Mr
and
Mrs
George
Hle?iniMrs
and’ short wave are among the d i
at the piano.
the canal was widened and deepened The Brook A. <k P. te a m at the Arversions. Oh yes. and there will be MacPhall. Music will be by Albert Hattie Cole AIs0 present were
These officers were installed: Most and became the New York State mcry tonight; and tlie Jefferson
Marsh.
Grangers
are
cordially
inKirk
and
Mrs.
Small
Excellent Chief. Lois Brown; past Barge Canal, the water route was dl- c.C.C. Club Wednesday night. Puba band.
vited. Sandwiches, cake and coffee
chief, Gertrude Oliver; senior, Genie verted from the city proper, leaving he invited.
Lieut. Arthur B. Cushman, f o r - !will be served and are solicited. The ■ Blackington's $2 sale of ladies Simmons; Junior, Eva Russell man _____
merly in command of the local dis- ushers are Richard Anderson, shoes continues all this week. adv7-’t ager. Annie Doe; mistress of finance. a walled channel which is used as a I
route
for
an
electric
subway
line
An
important
m eeting of Corntrict of the State Highway, and re- Evelyn Bartlett, Robert Racklifle.
Helen Simmons; mistress of records Net long ago when in the city I had munity bowling league, which all |
cently transferred to Houlton, is and Rosalie Haryey.
Second in series of beano games and correspondence. Edna Packard;
occasion to go into one of the sub- team captains arc urged to attend.
much pleased with hls new location.
,
------!Thursday afternoon; prize for every protector, Florence Burns guard
will be held Wednesday night at 7
Ruth Mayhew Tent held a most game, auspices Edwin Libby Relief Daisy Simmons. Past Chief Oretha way stations.
and wriles elatedly that he has the
Having
recently
read
"Rome
Haul."
o'clock at Community Building.
best barracks in*the State "and a |
meeting in G.A.R. hall Corps.—adv.
Mitchell presented a gift to the ln- a story of the canal, and realizing )
_____
wonderful bunch of men working for last night with all officers present
stall.ng officer. Annie Doe, in beha" that I was walking in the bed of the
The
new
38-foot
mahogany Diesel
Mrs. Maude Cables presiding, in
me."
BORN
of the Pythian Sisters for her excel old canal I thought I would do a powered cruiser is growing rapidly
stalled into office Eliza Plummer ' Hilton—At M emorial Hospital. Dam
lent work of installing. Mrs Doe re little exploring. Reconstruct.on work m the yacht shed a t Snow's shlpHarrison C. Lysetli of tlie Maine ns patriotic instructor and Dress i »rl«cotta. Jan. 16. to Mr and Mrs
sponded with appropriate remarks wes in progress which added to the yard. Her engines a re of the two)
_
.
.
I Henry Hilton o f Waldoboro, a son
Department of Education will ad  correspondent. The mystery box P(erce_ A, w#rren Jin „ to Mr
She in turn presented gifts to her poss.bllity cf intsre tlr.g discoveries cycle high speed type, now being
dress the Baptist Men's League i became the property of Blanche | aud Mrs Maynard Pierce (Elsie Yattaw)
aides. Ths flower girls also received Evidently others had been moved by built in large quantities by the
Thursday night on "The Inadequacy Shadie, who will also be chairman “
Haven Jan 12 to
presents. Past Chief Oretha Mitch the same Impulse, for as a penetral- General Motors Corporation. This
of Contemporaneous P ro g n o stics-o f the next supper. Mrs. Priscilla ‘Mr »n<t Mrs Joh n Phillips iciara
ell
presented the outgoing Most Ex ed farther and faithcr I suddenly is an unique design of Diesel. The
tion." The talk will not be nearly Smith reported the serioys condi- ; Ws,m„n?on-At Knox Hospital, j , n 12.
cellent Chief Gertrude Oliver with n came upon a sign which read:
mahogany planking for this yacht
as serious as this might indicate; j tion of Comrade Proek, who has en- j w*Mr. ®nd Jlrs Howard Sim onton of
"Keep out!
in fact the members will get many a tered Togus for treatment. Mrs.| m lL ^ A t’c . X c " com m unity Ho»- gift, and Eva Russell presented her
i , from the Philippine Islands, and
with a bouquet of roses, with appro
Who? Me?'
her keel and stem a rc of teakwood
hearty laugh out of it. Supper at Smith will be chairman of a party ltal. Jan. 10. to Mr and Mrs Edward
&Isbec 1K athleen Waterman 1 of Rock priate remarks by Mrs. Mitchell and
1from India Her fram e is white
‘Yes. You."
tlie usual hour.
to oc neia ja n . 23. to oeneiit tne land, a daughter—Annette Helen
Mrs. Russell. Mrs. Oliver respond
I meekly withdrew. How they 1oak from the State of Maine.
special fund, used in charity work
ed in a very pleasing manner.
DIED
Burdc’i's Dress Shop. Sne .‘tal by the order. A program was pre
District Deputy Maurice Chadwick
Brockton. Jan 15 Fran
as long as they fast—one rack sented including readings by Stella cesDriscoll—At
Ulmer, w ife o f Charles Driscoll. of Meduncook Lodge was installing
misses silk dresses, $3 each—adv. McRae, Carrie House, Doris Ames, j “sed 67 years. Funeral Wodnesdky at
officer for the night. Those in
Maude Cables. Priscilla Smith and 2 s i m ^ n a - A t warren
T hese rid icu lo u s o ’co at p rices are not o f o u r
Jan 14. Alta stalled
were: Chancellor Com
Beano Monday night at G.A.R Eliza Plummer. President McKin- Greenleaf, wife of Charlee A Sim m ons
m aking. Y o u can ch alk these re d u c tio n s up
aged 69 yearn. 9 m onths. 28 days Private mander, Howard W. Beale; vice j
hall, benefit D.U.V Regular and | ley's favorite hymn “Lead Kindly funeral
services today at 2 o'clock at chancellor. Charles Grant; prelate J
the
home
Burial
a
t
Lakeview
cem
e
special prizes, door prizes. Pris Light" and "Swanee River" was
against a sw eltering N o v e m b e r a n d a b alm y
tery. Union
Stillman Havener; master of work.
“FRIENDLY H O M E O W NED S T O R E S ’
7-9 greatly enjoyed, as sung by Mrs. McGowan—At Woodside. N. Y . Jan.
cilla Smith, chairman.—adv
Alton Prior; keeper of records and 1
D ecem ber.
13. Annie M . w ife o f William A M c
Pletroski."
Gowan formerly o f Csmden. aged 67 ■eals. Carlton Simmons; master ol 1
Delightful new ways to please
years. Interm ent In Sprlngfteld.
arms. Mertland Simmons; inner:
your family will be presented
Tlie W. C. T. U. will meet Friday Sm ith—At Skow hegan. Jan. 14. Walter
F Sm ith, form erly o f Ash Point aged guard, Ernest Beckett; outer guard,
T hese c o a ts d id n 't sell w h e n they sh o u ld have
Thursday Jan. 19 at the C M P. Co. at 2.30 p. m. with the Misses Young 51 years Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
Elmer Prior; master of finance.
SHORT SHANK LEAN
Cooking School at Universalist at their home. 100 North Main street In Skowhegan..
been selling. T here w as n o th in g th e m a tte r
Maurice Chadwick; master of e x - 1
vestry. The time is 2 0 clock, every This is Loyalty Day, and every local
IN MEMORIAM
change, Wilbur A Morse will be in- j
w ith th e sty le but th ere w a s e v e ry th in g u n 
body is cordially invited afnd the 1member will try to arrange their In loving m em ory of Herbert C.
staled later.
food will be given away. A c< oking schedule of activities so as to a t Coates who passed away Jan 18. 1936
natu ral a b o u t the clim ate a n d now w e re out
Grand inner guard. George Gray
only a w onderful Journey
school will be held at the same tend. Devotions will be led by Miss Its
From an old world to a new
place. Jan. 26. beginning a t 7.15. Mabel Seavey; Mrs. Lillian Joyce Where golden gates have opened wide of Warren presented Post Chancel
to disp o se o f every c o a t if w e have to ta k e pin
To let our loved o n e through
New raised stage, new lighting ef will be soloist. Program subject: And there w ith Just the same glad sm ile lor William Hall with a Past Chancellers jewel with honorary r e - 1
Apd the heart we cherished so
m oney fo r g arm ents th a t are as sp a rk lin g as
fects for the stage; new seating ar “Launching the Frances Willard Our
dear one w atts until we meet
marks Mr. Hall expressing his ap
rangements assuring seats and Centennial, 1839-1939 "—leader. Mrs. In th e land where loved ones go
precious stones.
After the Installation
Mrs Herbert Coates. Nelly Coates preciation.
comfort for all at remaining schools. Clara Emery. Greetings from To Jordan.
the Knights presented their floor
6-7 day's Leaders of Human Welfare Rockport
•
ARMOUR'S
drill with Chamberlin Simmons as)
Groups, of which Frances Willard
If you p la n on b e in g h e re n ex t w in te r, you
IEOYAL
CARD OF THANKS
drill master. This was highly
was co-founder or associated with, I wish to thank everybody, especially praised by visitors and members j
GARDEN
OF
can m ak e a lot of m o n e y for y o u rse lf b y b e 
B E A N O T O N IG H T
the Thom aston High School and the
will be extended from the D.A.R. Jolly
ALLAH
Tollers 4-H Club, for their kin d  Grand Inner Guard of the Grand ]
7.30 o'rlork
by Mrs Etta Stoddard; from the Na ness toward m e after the lire which Lodge of Maine George Gray of I
ing here tom orrow .
destroyed m y hom c.
A M E R IC A N LE G IO N
tional Education Association, by
Bdna Ranta
Warren, gave an inspiring talk for
Twenty Regular Games; Also Special Miss Belle Spring; The General
which he received hearty applause.
Games
Door Prize
Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs.
Now G r e g o r y ’s O coats, T o p c o a ts; yes, and
Admission 25 Cents
Among others called upon were
4Ttf Louise Ingraham; The American
Hollis Gilchrist of Thomaston and
Suits a t sa v in g s of $ 5 .0 0 to $10.00.
Association of University Women.
f t
William Hall the retiring Chancel
Miss Margaret McKnlght; the Nalor Commander, and the retiring
j tional Council of Church Women.
A few m o re of those 4 .0 0 and 5.00 H a ts at
keeper of records and seals John
1Mrs. Velma Olds; The International
Mitchell. Blanche Wilson of Thom
Federation of Business and Profes$1.95.
aston was the pianist. Supper was
l sional Women. Miss Helen York;
served under the capable supervision
The National Council for Mothers
of Chamberlain Simmons, assisted
2.00 S h irts, $ 1.35.
and Babies. Mrs. Ivy Hart; Tlie Naby Guy Bessey and Clarence Mor
A
m
b
u
lan
ce
Service
' tional Kindergarten Association.
M O R T IC IA N S
ton.
J Mrs. Mildred Blalsdell; The NaPK.
A m bulance Service
! tional Council of Women, Mrs. Hope
R
U
SSE
L
L
Rocklands new roller skating
1Brewster; The National Peace Con
F U N E R A L HOM E
rink in Spear Block, foot of Park
TELS. 390 AND 7S1>1
FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS
ference, Miss Alena Young; The Na
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 362 St., over Fox Lunch, will open to 
tional Temperance and Prohibition
381-365 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME.
night with horns, confetti, hats and
Council. Mrs. Edith Tweedie; the
0S-t(
UO-tf
general good time
7-H
press. Mrs. Clara Emery.

W ith Seein g Eyes

WALDO THEATRE

S enter Crane Company

KURL FABRIC

TALK OF THE TOWN

C O A T SA LE

$10

J®race

By courtesy of the w eather m an w e
have your o ’coat.

THE PERRY MARKETS
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

SMOKED S H O U L D E R S....... lb
FRANKFORTS
HAMBURG

J

BURPEE’S

’

1 !^

2 “ 29

S U G A R ......................... .. 10 lb s
2 lb s
OLEO
lb
COFFEE
CALIFORNIA SARDINES . tin
IVORY S O A P ......... 2 large b a r s
HERSHEY COCOA . . two 1 lb t in s
W ALDORF TOILET TISSUE 4 r o lls
HOUSEWIFE FLO U R 2 4 ^ lb b a g
OWL’S HEAD

CLAM S

15c
f

46c
23c
21c
10c
15c
25c
17c
55c

33?

G R E G O R Y ’S

P ag e F o u r

E v e ry -O th e r-D a y

R ockland C o u rie r-G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , J a n u a ry 17, 1939

but without pleasure. "I'M have Io
ask you not to leave the county, j
Dunn.”
Horse Dunn was visibly angering. W arden W elch Tells o f
City H as Important A rrival,
Suddenly Billy Wheeler remem- |
A lbert O nly 3— R ockland
the Status o f the Dw yer
bered that Dunn was facing out
IO II
1 2 3
7 8
something greater than two or three
4 5 b
V isitors
Case
men on horses. Link Bender stood
13
12
14
15
lb
for a whole ring of half-whipped
St. Petersburg. Jan. 12.
Paul N. Dwyer is described by
By
brands—the "’olf ring, waiting hope State Prison Warden John Welch as
He was just ahead of me as I ap
RUTH WARD
20
17
18
fully on its ,®unches; Sheriff Amos
proached the combination news
represented a county Behind these apparently "reconciled" to prison I
ll
22
23
stand, seda fountain and cigar coun
men were numbers and strength— life.
Tire strong Bath team were the
and against the many the Old Man ' More than a year after he started
ter at the northern entrance to the
MH
25
2b
i
of the 94 stood opposed as a power a life sentence for the 1S37 murder victors Friday night over Post Office, Florida Arcade. He was an undis
29
io
27
but
by
only
13
pins.
Frater
had
high
ful thumb opposes the fingers of a of Dr. James O. Littlefield, the
W
tinguished and unobtrusive indi
31 32
33
35
34
3b 37
hand.
Scuth Paris youth seemed healthy toial of 326 and Dick Perry had high vidual and I didn t notice him par
"And so," Horse Dunn thundered,
YVA
and contented. Welch said At no single of 129 The Post Office rolled ticularly until after he had made
4o
3B
"you take it on yourself to tell me
41
39
4l
time during his imprisonment has the high single total of 553 In the his purchase. That was what in
where I'll go and come!"
wK
second
string.
terested me.
"There's plenty stuff has to be he indicated a desire to seek an ex
44
Bath
cleared up," the sheriff said stub- 1ecutive pardon, the warden added.
"Got a broken package?" he asked
92 101 101—294 the young lady behind the marble
bomly. "One thing, why was those When or how he should seek clem Jcw itt ....
•lb
M5
49 56
47 4&
51 5Z
two unknown fellers riding toward ency was a m atter for Dwyer alone Oliver
.............104 91 81—276 topped counter.
the home ranch of the 94?"
5}
55
5b
to decide, the warden said. No Small ... ............. 106 110 91—307 ; Languidly she reached up. took
57
mark the place of a killing, bawling
CHAPTFR II
“How do I know that?" Dunn de
and pawing, and throwing the dirt manded. "If they're like the aver state or county officials have advised Frater .... ............. 116 109 101—326 |j down an opened package of Lucky
56 59
bo
bl
G2Plant ..... ............. 113 102 85—300 Strike cigarettes from a shelf be
Walt Amos, sheriff of the Red over* their backs.
age run of the Red Hills, they was him in that connection.
Hills country, was a youngish man.
The sheriff said in a strange most likely looking for something to
"To do so would be highly im
hind her and passed it to her cus
l7 I
b3>
b5
bb
with a direct but mild gray-green voice. "Is that the place?"
531 513 459 1503 tomer.
steal!”
proper." Welch said.
gaa.
eye. He led a low-headed pony by | "Sure it's the place! The fool crit
"All the more reason we have to
70
The warden said Dwyer daily saw
Post Office
Carefully he selected two cigar
71
ters have swarmed in on the smell know where you are.” the sheriff
a rope to his saddle horn.
86—292
Francis
M.
Carroll,
one-time
Oxford
..........
89
117
T
P»rry
...
ettes
from
the
opened
package.
He
•Ttji right glad you rode over, 1 of blood!”
retorted. "If it's a <x>w thief that's
72
73 74
75
97 102 94—293 did this with difficulty because the
76
Horse." he said when the 94 men
Wheeler heard Horse Dunn curse dead, who would shoot him on your County deputy sheriff who was con McPhee
KSV
............ 97 88 113—298 package was a small one and h's
had drawn up. •'You’ll be able to between his teeth. The Old Man range but you or one of your boys?" | victed of the Littlefield murder
77
76
60
79
help Link, here, recall how the sign jumped his pony forward, whipping
90 129 76—295 fingers were large and clumsy. Tiie
“Not one of my neighbors." Horse eight months after Dwyer began D. Perry .
looked when you first seen it.”
up side and side, and charged down Dunn let his eyes drift to Link his sentence. Welch said neither RackUff
96 117 99—312 knuckles were knobby and the broad
Behind him, lounging in their sad- J upon the milling cattle. The others Bender's face.
"No. not them! i showed any signs of ill feeling in
hands veined and wrinkled; o:d
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
dies, sat three others. These, joined him, whooping and whipping They'd never make a move—unless their brief meetings. The youth's
1-Cover
58-Because
469
468
1499
553
22Covers
hands
which
hat!
knewn
hard
labar.
Wheeler knew, were Link Bender, up their ponies.
it was to hand the feller his brand- testimony helped convict Carroll in
60-Goes
23- Raw-hide
• • • •
Then he laid two pennies on the 4-Bone o f the body
tall, hawk • faced, close • lipped: I The steer bunch broke reluctant er.”
62- Ahead
7-Moras*
25—Feline
The second half, only one week oi l, counter and moved off slowly to one
Link's son, a lanky, weasel-faced ly, half inclined to face out the
Instantly Link Bender s a i d . a sensation-filled trial last Sum
63- A serpent (pi.)
9-Decay
27- Cure hides
mer.
youth whom Wheeler knew only as charging riders.
has this standing to date:
of the small tables beside the foun- 12-Surface
"What do you mean by that?"
65- Prefix. Wrong
28- Set of the waves
"the Kid": and Cayuse Cayetano, a
Wheeler had been less interested
Attorney General Franz U. Bur
66- Sma!l rugs
30-Fust
In the little moment before Horse
W L. P C tain where soft drinks and some- 14-Warm admirer
68-Hold
saffron-faced Indian breed who wore in the running off of the cattle than Dunn's reply, Billy Wheeler glanced kett. who assisted In gaining a con- Klwanis ................. 5 0 1.000, times small glases cf wlr.e are 16- Wilt
32- Unusual
70-Purify
17- Evangetical
33- Regenerate
a circular shield marked "Indian in the reactions of the riders. All about hjm. noting the position of the Vlc;ion against Carroll, said his de
.809 served to tired patrons of the place.: 19-Ran away and
Rice's ...................
4
72- Greek god of war
35-Slumber
Police" upon a green and black sign would have been obliterated: men. Of them all, only Cayuse Caye
partment had received no pardon Perry's ................
73- Space for combat
married
.800 Here he paused and sat down. '
4
37-lnterlor
he was anxious now to see who tano appeared to be unarmed. Link
checked shirt.
76- Blemish
39-Secreted
.800 lighted one ol the cigarettes and. 21- Want
These three had nodded in greet would be exasperated and who in Bender sat alongside the sheriff, but petition in the Dwyer case and had Bird's ....................... 4
77- June-bug
22End
41-Conaume
no
immediate
expectation
of
re
ing, but said nothing; and now different Watching, he noted the separated from him by the led
Olendennlng ........... 4
.800 with an air of having reached his 24-8w in mountain*
78- Organ of Sight
45-Cut down
there was a moment's awkward conspicuous fury of Link Bender, horse. Wheeler saw him exchange ceiving one.
.200 i objective, surveyed the crowd of 26- Rupeet (abbr.)
A 4 P .....................
1
79- Scout
47- At present
pause. In the silence could be heard the red-eyed anger of Horse Dunn— a quick glance with his son. who
80- lncite
27- Sounds
48- Abound
E.ks
1
.290 winter visitors drifting idly by.
an irregular moaning sound some and the watchful detachment of sat detached, a little to one side.
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49- Commandt
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time,
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where far to the north—the bellow Cayuse, the Indian.
31-An insect
50- Type meaeure (pi.)
With one spur Wheeler woke his
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_________
1
.200
the
man,
the
transaction
interested
1- Loiter
33- Kncck
ing of cattle working themselves
The riders were gathering again, pony, so that it moved sideways,
52-Juice of plants
and
Mrs
Charles
L.
LeadMr.
2- A metal
Armour .................
05
000 me. I had a momentary impulse to 34- The (Fr.)
54—Conquer
into a state of mind over some un disgruntled as they focused upon nearer Kid Bender. No one noticed;.
3- Forsake
57-Lure
known thing.
the stretch of creek the cattle had their eyes were expressionless but better have closed their farm here Faculty .................. 0
0
009 buy a whole carton of cigarettes and 36-Performed
5- Sick
38- Prepoiition
59-Mineral spring*
and moved to Belfart.
"I was figuring to ride over to trampled.
intent upon Horse Dunn.
.000 have them taken over to his table 39- A fowl (pi.)
Post Office .......„.... ... 0
0
6- ltalian river
61- Dainty
your place later, anyway, Dunn,”
Horse Dunn circled a little and
Dunn had swung slowly in his
Kenneth Beach Is cut of doors
after I left for the m atter had 40- Story
7- Exist
Individual
Averages
62- Simpleton*
the sheriff said. "I was especially brought them to Short Creek again saddle to face Link Bender. "My again after a siege of grippe.
8- Crude metal
63- Combining form. Air
Strings P.F. Ave aroused my sympathy. I didn't do 42- Negat.ve
kind of hoping you'd recognize this 200 yards up-stream.
calf crop is short, is what I mean."
9Knocked
43- Bleod vessel
64- Musical note
Cards have been received from Mitchell ............... 15 1638 109 2 this for I felt that perhaps my sym U-Gain
horse.”
"Here you see my trail as I come
Watching Kid Bender, Wheeler
10- Lyric poems
66-Pronoun
pathy
and
gifts
might
not
be
wanted
“Link Bender—" Dunn said slow up to the crick," he said; "it's the did not see Link make his play; but Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott who Rackliffe ........
3328 100 9
45- Pronoun
11- Spread loosely for !67-A jagged knot
drying, as grass
ly—"he found him, did he?”
trail of the same horse I’m riding as Kid Bender's hand dropped to are spending the winter In Miami. Norton .............
j68-Father
3014 100 3 and might be resented. Instead 1 46- Scar
49-A vegetable
13-lmitates
"He found the horse—this horse; today . . . Here you see the trail his holster, Wheeler knew that the Fla.
69-Negative vote
Soule f..............
2636 97.6 asked for information.
51-P!ural suffix
15- Fruitless
|70-A sharp blow
not the man.”
of the two horses of the killer and Kid had taken his cue from Link,
The
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behind
the
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was
The
Happy
Days
4-H
Club
met
Hobbs
..........
3213 97.4
16- Lap
*3-Charfe tree
(71-Unit of work
Dunn studied the led horse at the the feller that was killed, riding who in that instant must have gone
i18-Sufflx to form past 74- Preflx. Back
1757 97 1 pretty and inclined to be friendly, 53 Cr ef
sheriff's flank. "So this.” Dunn side by side along the rim of the for his gun. In the shock of action recently at the home of the leader Roes ___ ____
tense
75- A Canadian province
Elizabeth Chatto __
said, "is the horse a feller got killed cut. Right here my trail comes on Wheeler forgot his own weapon, Mrs. Thelma Wood.
33 3200 969 as most people in the Scuth are, so 56- M : hievoua child
57- 1 i-lerieal period
20-Musical note
I
(abbr)
I
asked
her
if
she
had
many
eas
on."
demonstration
on
to theirs. You, Amos—notice that which he had never drawn on any Oxton gave a
Legage
______ 33 3160 95 8
The horse the sheriff led was a my trail is 20 hours younger'n the man. He jumped his horse at Kid muffin making. Plans were made Mason __
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
36 3445 95 7 terners who bought one or two i
runty bay of the wild pony type other two.”
Bender, striking down on the Kid's to hold a joint meeting Jan 17 with D. Perry ................. 30 2859 95.3 cigarettes at a time, instead of a bors ar.d had come down here to rest '
which infests the intermountain
P A
"I'm not so sure," Link Bender gun hand with his quirt. The quirt thf. "Northport Spartons . Mrs. Sleeper ................ 30
BRAiNlCiH
2853 95.1 whole package.
ranges from border to border. It said.
for awhile where the sun would lO V 'E R _
whistled and bit; as he jerked it Ruth Basford. leader, Kenneth
"Oh
yes."
she
told
me.
"Negrcs
94®
Tcpping
................
33
3131
bore no brand; but broad on the
keep the cti.ll from his bones and he A M b M c iD 1
The sheriff hesitated, studying the back Wheeler felt the gun come
withers and extending downward on tracks glumly from the saddle. He with it, tangled in the snap of the “C aey" Lovejoy State 4-H Club T. Perry ................ 24 2279 94 9 do. others, also. I have one woman j cojld watch people enjoying them r 'e: i B d c iT
the off side almost to the knee were turned to the Indian. "What do you lash.
leader and Spurgeon K Benjamin. Cargill .................. 33 3129 94 8 who comes here often. She always ’
E D O V M r A U L'T
selves
the dust-crusted stains of yester say, Cayuse?”
C M C i RI 1LH M EZj
In the same instant a gun roared Ccunty 4-H leader are expected to Black ................... 33 3119 94 3 , buys three cigarettes at a time and
Probably
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had
found
things
a
!
day's blood.
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Cayuse Cayetano spoke briefly behind him, and he whirled his po attend this meeting. Mr Lovejoy Williams ............... 36 3398 94 4 .sometimes a small glass of cheap
little more expensive down here
Dunn leaned low to study the feet and promptly in Spanish. "This ny.
N
was formerly the Waldo County 6ukeforth ........... 30 2832 94 4 wine. She takes the wine over to than he thought they would be. and
of the led horse. “It's the horse horse of Dunn's came yesterday,”
c te
Horse Dunn held the smoking c]ul) iea<jer
one
of
those
tables
and
sits
there
Beaulieu ............... 30 2826 94 2
from Short Crick, all right,” he said he said. "The other two horses, muzzle of his gun skyward, and
he had tc figure pretty closely in c j j y a s r s | j B a S E B I S
at last. "No, 1 never seen him be ' maybe one day before. Not the steadied his half-stampeded horse State Highway Police were work Brackett ............... 36 3377 93 8 the whole forenoon. She is always order to s'ay. A nine cent break 9 P E W A WC'Di QdlC’D
fore.”
| same time.”
with his other hand. In his face ing in this vicinity Tuesday check llyder .................... 30 2811 937 well dressed too and sometimes I fast. a sea, on a green bench in the v a 'nJ h h ; r p r f c .c iM2M S H E
The sheriff looked hopefully at
3 S n B S l3
"That Indian's a deer hunter,” was such a white blaze of fury as ing brake-, lights and operators' Walker ................ 36 3357 93.3 wonder Ttbout her. She is always sun. a srr.e'l room, the daily paper E P il G E E
Wheeler, but Billy Wheeler shook Sheriff Amos said. "When Cayuse
IQH@BD
alone and never speaks to any one.'
licenses for the new year.
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never
seen.
He
was
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his head.
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says he knows, he knows. We'll let not roaring now; his words came
Guess
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hasn't
much
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Roy
H
G
enthner
of
Waldoboro
McPhee ................ 33 3074 931
"Nobody knows the damn ani it stand at that.”
Williams r»:k would make up his
through his teeth, hard-edged as was a business caller here Wednes Harding ............... 33
“I never saw anyone buy two
mal!” the sheriff burst out fretfully.
3064 929
day.
"You’ll have to take my word for broken rock. “I could have killed
Lake, knows a calamander from a
McIntosh ............. 33 3060 92.7 cigarettes before." I said
it from here on,” Dunn told them. you,” he said, almost as if he were day
He m h ; be one of those tourists
cumquat,
and is master of a t least
“Neither
did
I.
until
I
came
down
District
Deputy
Grand
Master
Miller ........
24 2225 92 7
"The cattle sure smeared it up. strangling. "And I'd have done it.
11 had heard referred to by a wealthy
Elbert G Moulton of Marsh River Berliawsky ........... 30 2776 923 here." she informed me.
three ways of • ccupying a green
But anyway—here the two-horse if only—”
I vis ;• whe has a home on Beach
bench without sitting on the seat.
When I left the place the m-ii
trail dropped down into the crick
Link Bender sat straight up. his Lodge FA M of Brooks inspected R. Marshall ......... 27 2484 92
Drive -n ; more money than symI bed. So did I."
Moreover he has kept in daily touch
face the dusty gray-green of the Excelsior Lodge recently. He w aslf^^enjan
............ 33 3034 91 9 | was still at his table puffin? h . pa'.
as a Garbage Can Tourist. A
He led them down into the cut and brush. Evidently he rode a gun- assisted by: L. E. Johnson, master. Rogers
with
the "diggers" who are exca
cigarette.
He
was.
I
Judged,
ab;
'
......... 30 2751 917
. eiscn who is obliged to pick out an
along the margin of the water.
proof horse, for the reins hung slack J R Williams, lecture and John [ cole
60 years Id. and. if my exper n
vating for the new City Hall. In------15
1373
915
inexpensive apartment or room on
Dunn moved a hundred yards on its neck, but it stood. Bender’s
27 2466 913 in classifying people is o.r any va'ue. one of the back alleys of the town 1spected their equipment and has
down stre a m / checked his land left hand gripped his right arm : Hall, steward Several members of j j . Marshall
marks. and stopped. "Here's where he swayed slightly, but recovered Timothy Chase Lodge of Belfast. ciarke
36 3283 912 he wasn't a Southerner. lie looked where garages and garbage cans are 1nearly worn out one pair of shoes
the feller was shot," he said; “he himself, and the color slowly began were present also Frank Mudgett of ( Allen
21 1915 91 2 to me like a retired farmer from the part of the tropical scenery. Any without being tired in the least.,
keeled out of the saddle. His horse to come back into his face.
Fraternity Lodge of Newtonville, soffayer
This is a record of which any
33 2981 99 3 Middle West; a carpenter perhaps, way you look at it. it was depressing
stampeded across the crick, running
vbit
r in St. Pete might well be
who
had
saved
a
little
from
his
laSheriff Amos brought his hand Mass. and Rev. Samuel Vernon of ; Snow
36 3246 90.2
I left the place thankful for such
some sideways. The feller was be empty away from the gun-butt to Valley Lodge. Highmore. S D.
proud.
i
Flanagan
21
1890
90.
molest blessings as are mine. At
ing dragged, like from the stirrup." which it had dropped, and let both
The comedy-drama, “Little Miss Cummings
30 2687 836 Orossman .....
21 1710 81 4 least I can buy a whole package o f . Mr., Stevens leaves Thursday
. .
Dunn turned and led across the hands be seen in plain sight upon
H ik er
presented Jan. 9 by Pitts
, . morning for New Brunswick ac27 2414 89 4 Thomas ................ 18 1419 78 8 1cigarettes at a time, and Im g.ad
shallow water. "As I rode up this his reins. His face was discolored
,
33
33 2941 891 Bowden ............... 33 2339 78. , that there is a place in Florida where I1companied by his parents. Mr. and
bank,” he told the sheriff, "I seen by a red flush. "You all right. the Dramatics Club of Grand View ; McCarty
Grange at the hall in East North' ; Post ..................... 33 2939 89.1
!
.
...........
.. . 1Mrs Marshall W. Stevens, and
that the trail of the killer was foL^Link?'
people whp can t can sit in the sun
nurse. Mrs. Sunnit. Mrs. Stevens
lowing the trail of the stampeded
Link Bender said between set port hao scored another huge sue- j
24 2134 899
and dream, and be just as warm and !
cess for this group who have pro- j
Spain's Most Famous Shrine
horse—the same as I." He led on teeth, “Good enough."
is the daughter of Commander and
21 1863 887
Montserrat, Spain, is the name of comfortable, and probably get ju st,
another 50 yards across a maze
"You go on home." Walt Amos duced ten plays in eight years. I
27 2384 883 a fantastic mountain pass that rises as much out of life as their wealthy Mrs Geo H Reed of Rockland and
of cattle tramplings. “Here,” he said to Dunn. "I can’t take you in Dancing was enjoyed after the play |
24 2115 88 1 abruptly to a height of 3,000 feet countrymen living in the big hotels Bayside.
said finally, "is where the feller for this because I can't prove you with music by Phllbrook Boys Or
21 1845 87.8 from the rolling foothills of Cata here and playing the races for j The list cf Rockland visitors in
broke loose from the saddle.”
I were first to draw. But—"
|St. Petersburg has been supple
“How'd you know he fell loose 1 Dunn said, "You know damn well chestra.
18 1581 878 Ionia. It is also the name of a fa- I excitement.
Miss
Jessie
Young
of
Lincolnville
mented recently by the arrival here
mous
monastery,
which
clings
like
here?” Amos asked.
] who was first to draw!"
24 2102 876
Wonder where the old boy learned
"Because he wasn't dragged no
of Mr. and Mrs. A. B Allen who
"Maybe I do and maybe I don’t,” was recent guest of Mrs. Abbie Flagg
36 3144 87 3 a swallow’s nest halfway up the to smoke cigarettes.
steep slopes of the mountain, about
further,” Dunn said shortly.
the sheriff said. But let me tell Ramrey.
are staying at the Almay Hotel on
27 2337 86 5 35 miles northwest of Barcelona.
For the past week St. Petersburg
For a moment now they sat sta t you this, Dunn: you've just about
At a public installation Wednes Gross
33 2850 86.4 For centuries this medieval Bene- 1has been entertaining a very im Central Avenue where Mr. and Mrs.
ing morosely at a shallow bowl-like run out your rope! By God, if day of Beach Chapter O E S Mrs.
E. L. Br"wn have also arrived.
36 3105 88 2 dictine monastery has been the na-1 portant visitor.
pit which the dusty pawing of the ever a man overplayed his hand,
Roger Bruce
Eunice Larrabee, worthy grand ma
"No, I Never Seen Him Before.”
cattle had dug.
27 2320 86. tlon's most famous shrine, to which Stevens, junior banker of New Mrs. Hix. Mrs. Ella Grimes and
you've sure overplayed yours! You
“This what you saw. Link?” Sher , go on home, and see that you stay tron installed: Worthy Matron. Mrs. C. Brown
33 2817 854 thousands of the Spanish, faithful Brunswick. N. 'J., aged three years Miss Carrie Brainard are at the
“ I'd have thought you fellers would iff Amos asked.
Florcnton and Miss Sue Kaizer Is
i where you can be got, until you hear Carrie W atkins; worthy patron. Heal :.....
15 1281 85 4 make pilgrimage each year to pay has been in town.
know every horse in the country by
Robie Ames; associate matron. Mae Hary ....
homage to what is called the. Black
Bender nodded. “So far.”
also in town.
O. H. Are.
I from me!”
18 1536 85 3 Virgin. This wooden image, darkMr. Stevens and party arrived
this time.
“The trail of the killer turned
Horse Dunn grinned, showing his Kelly; associate patron. Ira Hodg- Jordan
18 1527 84 8 ened by age, is not, however, the here by motor Jan. 3 and since his
"You get around as much as any back from here,” Dunn said. "It teeth. "I am home,” he answered.
jdon; secretary. Grace Munroe;
18 1526 84 R only source of Montserrat's fame. advent has been actively engaged in
body,” Dunn grunted. "Where’s the took to the crick. I tried to find
You fellers are the visitors here treasurer. Lida Blood; conductress,
saddle?”
27 2286 84 6 Montserrat, in Catalan tradition, is surveying the neighborhood, sep
where it come out of the crick. Set off easterly, and ride steady, and
"Link didn’t find any saddle.”
There was too many horse tracks maybe in three-four hours you'll be Edyth Smith; associate conductress.
36 3041 84 5 the Montsalvatsh or Monsalvat of arating it into it's component parts. I
Dunn glanced at the dark, lean- from the range stock; I never found off my range! I’d start at it, Fannie Flanders: chaplain. Mary Mazzeo
36 3041 84.5 the Middle ages, site of the castle of and seeing what makes them tick.
visaged Link Bender. "Dead man where it come out. While I was if I was you.”
j Ames; marshal. Flora Elwell.
27 2248 83.1 the Holy GrSil. Here Ignatius of
From early morn until the du?k j
must have taken his saddle with trying to trail it, Link Bender come
Loyola, a wounded soldier, knelt
Maurice, eight-year-old son of
He moved off a little way into the
27 2241 83. in prayer, and went away to found of evening chases away St. Peters- j
him across the big divide,” he com by and I hailed him. After I showed scant shade of a Joshua stalk; then Mi. and Mrs. Russell Palmer is at
To end the torturing peine of Rheumetiem.
18 1486 82.6 the Society of Jesus.
mented sarcastically.
burg's principal reason for existence. | Arthritie, Neuritit. Neunlgie. Lumbego,
him what I found he took off after sat where he was. Presently, still Waldo Ho pital for observation and Miller
Sciatica, get quick-acting MYACIN.
Sheriff Amos looked irritated. the dead m an's horse.”
Mr. Stevens has put in busy daysJ and
■ sitting there, he watched them ride
Put up in aaay-to-tuka tablata. containing so
"Well, come on; we ll look over the
There was a long pause. “This away, losing shape in the heat X-rays.
Few details In the life of this duly opiatee or narcotica. Mint give
prompt relief or your money
ground.”
all you fellers got to show?” the waves and the dust.
certified pleasure resort have es will be refunded. Coete only ■ •W W
They turned and rode northward sheriff said at last
S O U T H LIBERTY
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caped him. He has acquired an in
(T o B e Continued)
at a jog. A curious tension had
"That’s all,” Dunn said.
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timate
knowledge
of
sand
of
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come over them for no plain reason.
Link Bender nodded. “I lost the
Mrs. Laura Fuller is visiting Mr.
shore and waters adjacent thereto, a j
They were nearing Short Creek; trail of the dead feller's horse,” he
ar.d Mrs. Jesse Fuller in Portland.
and the bellowing of cattle had be said shortly. “I swung wide and
N O R T H HO PE
working knowledge of the rever
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Belcher,
come near and strong—a fantastic found the horse further on, but I
beratory possibilities of go se-step-'
have moved to Bremen.
by JOH N BARCLAY, Healing Expert
deep booming broken by whistling never seen the saddle.”
Mrs. Marie Morton escaped with
ping on a second story floor as com-1
Mrs. Inez Leigher and Bernard
soprano squalls. "What the devil
The sheriff sat his horse for al a few cuts and bruises Sunday when
pared with a steady heel tramp on i
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Leigher were guests Sunday of her
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first
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a
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Amos demanded querulously.
He seemed about to speak, then ap
sister Mrs. Gertie Peaslee in Jeffer
R u b b ish a n d G arbage S h o u ld N o t B e
with people who push things ar. und '
Nobody answered him. They rode parently thought better of it. Si town road and turned over. Mrs. son.
B u r n e d in Y o u r Furnace
in a peculiarly oppressive silence, a lently he led back the way they had Morton was returning to Camden
with sticks a t the Shuffleboard
Bernard Leigher and Donald
silence somehow unnatural and omi come. They were neaily back to after a visit with her daughter. Mrs.
in keeping your fire burning Club, and a profound admiration
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against
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Tuesday.
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rubbish in the heating plant of
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a
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the shoulder of Two Bull Butte they
"This is a pretty bad thio/.
your home. Many home-owners
sible.
sighted 'the disturbed cattle at the Dunn.” Amos said tentatively at
In Liberty recently.
A clean smooth sheet, for busi
are given to this practice, know
Like other celebrities who have ness—for school—for typewriter.
quarter mile, a dark milling knot, last. "The big end of the Red Hills V inal H aven & R ockland
Ross Cunningham was in Bel ing it is a quick and easy way to
visited here, Mr. Stevens has more J
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izing
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that
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harm
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Howard Leigher visited his par
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Your furnace was built to bum
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Mrs. Bernice Light and family posit a thick crust of soot on the
heat and alsc cause clinkers to with an unaffected nonchalance
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on his foot while chopping wood re 
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cently. He is with his sister Mary
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Rice.
Correspondent
Edna Merrill is employed at the
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will home of Rebecca Knight,
be inpected Thursday night with S Mrs. Helen Ober has returned to
work on the Mark degree
( her home in Sullivan.
Union Church prayer meeting
Ruth Austin and Gregory Msr; chant were recent guests o f t h e
will be held tonight.
The Circle will serve supper. Maynard Webber’s.
Mrs. Sam Freedman and daugh
T 'ursday at 5 30 in the vestry.
ter of Rockland are visiting the
The Quarrymen's Union nu t . Sat„
Freedman family here,
u-dny night in the R o m e n s hall, j M;. a n d M rs H ubm KUne and
The second in a series of dar " s \ j rs Harry Conley passed Saturday
was held Saturday night in Rad )n Ellsworth.
Men s hall.
Llewellyn Gross is home from the
Mist Eiizah-'th Gray was 1 • tn>- hospital.
Loin I ockland for over Surd i
Mr. and Mrj. Robert Carle and
The Knit W is meet tonight with Misses Lucy Childs and Annie '
Mrs Ma.c< l.u Hopkins.
Childs of Camden are at the G ospel'
Mrs. Donald MacLaughli. who j
for * few daVs'
Myrna Davis is employed at
was at the heme of Mrs. Marie Teele
for 'wo weeks has returned to I.uella's restaurant.
Barbara Webb and Stella G reen
Granite Island.
law were recent visitors in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Charles Robertson was in
Harry Carle has returned from a
Rockland Saturday to vi it Mr.
visit to Camden and Rockport.
Robertson who is a patient at Knox '
Nellie Morey is improving after
Hospital She was accompanied by
recent illness.
her grandson. Floyd Robertson J r ,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Gross are
i visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
C R IE H A V E N
[ Raymond Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Joyce en
Schoo! rc-opened here after a tertained at bridge recently: Mr
three weeks’ vacation which the and Mrs. Hartley Curtis. Mr. and
teacher, Mis. Nettie Goodhue, spent Mrs. Robert McGuire. Mr. and Mrs
with her son in Danbury. H. H.
David Judkins. Dr. and Mrs. Arnold
Victor White is visiting Mr. ano Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Mrs. W T Barter in T enants' Eaton. High prizes were won by
Haibor.
Mrs Curtis and Dr Brown.
Ke:bert MeLure wai .n Rockland
on a teccnt bus ness visit.
Reclaimed From Desert
Miss Batbara Blom has returne-1
Imperial valley, California's rich
to Leavitt Institute. Miss Norma winter vegetable garden, was re
Bicm accompanied her as far as claimed from the desert
Rockland where she visited relatives
Grandmother's Clock
for a week.
A grandmother’s clock is a minia
Miss.on Boat. Sunbeam, called ture grandfather's clock, from 2t4
here recently and left Rev. Arthur feet to 5'4 feet high.
Sargent who held a service in the
Japanese Serve Sweets First
school house. It was well attended
At formal Japanese dinners,
Rev. Mr Sargent went Sunday to
sweets are served first, and sour
Louds Island.
pickles last.
Mr. Mitchell is visiting his daugh
ter Mrs. Maxwell Young in Rock
James Buchanan Pennsylvanian
land for two months.
James Buchanan was the only na
Mr. and Mrs. Oram Simpson spent tive Pennsylvanian to become Pres
the weekend with relatives on the ident.
mainland.
Poisoned Arrow Killed Him
Bertrand McClure returned MonPonce de Leon died from a poi
dav to Coburn Classical Institute
soned arrow.

T E N A N T S J4A R B O R

E v o lu tio n o f Rocks Is
M a in ly C h e m ic a l A c tio n

W ARREN

Jose, und Arthur Anderson of West
U N IO N
brook, Mrs. E. D. Mank df North
Waldoboro. Mr and Mrs. Virgil
A "hobo party'' held recently at
Hills and daughter Joyce. Mr. and , the American Legion hall was well And Tells o f R oam ing L ions
Mrs. Harold Drewett and daughter, attended. Games and a spelling
and a S eason B elow the
Mary Ludwig. Roland Jose, Mrs. bee were enjoyed and a light repast
A verage
Martha Kalloch, Mr. and Mrs. added to the evenings pleasure. The
Clarence Spear. Mrs. Charles Hys- ’next joint meeting Feb. 14 will be
St. Petersburg. Fla., Jan. 12.
ler. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kennlston observed with a public box s clal.
Editor
of The Courier-Gazette:—
and family and Mrs. Isa Teague. Tjle women will take lunch for two
Beano was played and refreshments and
wili bs sold a, auct;On.
Leaving Boston we motored under
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Collamore and sunny :kies and over good roads
Warren Grange will confer the Mr. and Mrs. A Smith of Rockland [free from ice and snow, arrived in
first and second degrees on one called Sunday on friends here,
St. Pete where enjoyable summer
candidate tonight.
Several from here attended the
weather prevails.
The Teague crew began ice cut- C-ld Fellows meeting Friday in
Tcurlst business Is off about 30',
ting operations at North Pond, Camden and report a pleasant
and
the prospect for a good season
Monday. The ice is 11
inches gathering.
thick.
Mrs. Chryst 1 Hager is ill. having Is not very promi ing. The total
Fred Bucklin was home from the suffered another ill turn recently, registration at the Chamber of Com
University of Maine fOr the week-j Miss Mary Ware is confined to
merce is only 27.000. Accept con
bed by illness. Miss Myrtle Hemen- gratulations for The Courier-Gaend
way Is with her. also her sister. Mrs. | Mtte.s fine
Your New
Original Mayflower Compart
Sadie Burgess.
Years greeting giving a bright out
It is not known what became of the The High School Basketball team look for local business for _______
1939 and
Mayflower Compact. The oldest will put on a ptiblic supper Wed- | aa summary
summary of
of the
the city's
city' industries
copy of the text known is that print- necday a t 5 30 for the benefit of the including the new on- hould give
ed in "Mourt's Relation," in 1022. Ath,eUc Association ln thc Eas, „
cur citizens renewed hope for morp
The oldest known list of the 41 sign. ,,
prosperous times
ers of the compact is found in New, , , ,
Englands Memoriall,” printed in
I note that the new factory will
1669. A copy of the compact apVcse Library Report
be located on the Camden street
pears in Bradford's "History of Officers elected at a recent meet- lot which by the way is exactly, one
Plymouth Plantation," written be ing of Vose Library Association and one-tenth miles from the past
tween 1630 and 1646.
______________
were: President, Mrs. Lila Burrlll; office according to the speedometer
o
. «... ... . . . .
. vlce President. Mrs. Ethel Creighton: on Bert Blodgett's car
Somewhere in France, during the ,rea's urer' John Williams; trustees.
Two Lions are running around
World war, the United States ma- Herbert L Grinnell, John Wiliams this town and I am going to prerines won the title “devil dogs.” It and Wilbur Thurston.
diet that their attendance record
is a translation of the German Teu- The circulation amounted to will be rather "spotted
Hcw'ard
fel Hunde. or fierce fighting dogs of 4323 books; 89 books were bought: it i not to mention names, Amery
legendary origin, and the term is 3g rebou;,d. There aie 2.669 bcoks savs "don't do It."
W
UT e Sf i X hft7wSgenquant?es o T S >C?Orded' Char*M frOm b° ° kS 0VerFIorlda W,U
a
ha^

“Ed” B row n W rites

Mrs. Louise Johnson is a patient
The evolution of rocks of various at Knox Hospital.
''species,” as set forth in the theory
Miss Hazel Fero who was recent
ALENA L. STARRETT
of crystal fractionation, is mainly a guest of Mrs. Fred Smalley has re
Correspondent
chemical process, according to an
authority at the Geophysical labora turned to Belfast.
Earl Snow is able to be out of
tory, Carnegie institution of Wash
Tel. 49
ington. It is assumed that all ig-1 doors after four weeks' illness,
7
.
neous rocks had as their common I Miss D ris Paterson passed the
A son Maynard was born Thurs''ancestor' an enormous mass of weekend with Mrs. James Davis of
day to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
molten, perhaps plastic, material
g de
deep within the earth. Chemically, I
’ ‘
i Pierce. The child and the mother
, .
_
,
this primordial rock stuff, called'1 Mrs. Charles Holbrook of Somer- are ,being cared, for
by Mrs, Frank
magma, is believed to have been . vhle, Mass., a summer resident of y a^taw
predominantly basic, rather than this place, is confined to bed by ill- I
acidic, containing large quantities ness,
Earle Moore J r 11-year-old son
of lime, iron, magnesia, and other [ Mrs Mildred Moss who was called of Mr- and Mrs- EarIe Moore re
bases.
1here by the illness of her father. ceived a cut on his forehead which
Columns of this magma occasion- ( .
, _
. , _ ...
. „ required three stitches Saturday
ally rose very slowly ifho higher
Thursday to Boston where
noon, in a fall from his bicycle,
levels of the earth's crust, where fhe has empl yment.
pressure is less intense and temper-1 John Morris is engaged in mason when the machine slipped on ice
He struck on his head on a rock
atures are lower. Some came to work in Glenmere.
rest within the crust and some is- William Riley of Somerville, Mass, and bruised up one of his knees
sued forth as lava flows at the sur- formerly of ^ s town haa retUrned considerably. He was attended by
race. As the magma cooled, some .
.
,
...
.
. A Dr. Fred G. Campbell.
of its molten elements reached tern- home from the hosplU1 where he
peratures which compelled them to was a Patient 05 r*sult of a fal1 sufi‘ Rep and Mrs. Elbert Starrett of
Augusta parsed the weekend at
unite in definite molecular combina- tained recently,
tions and to separate from the liquid A petition is being circulated by their home in this town.
as solid mineral crystals, which
Wardens Archie Smalley and
Sheriff C. Earl Ludwick of Rock
Sa.nku.°r_ r,0Se\ d.epLnd.‘n8. °n
Bernard Smalley, in regard to a land will speak on "Fingerprints."
weight, relative to that of the mag
Thursday night at the meeting of
change in the lobster law.
ma. Igneous rocks are aggregates
the Congregational Brotherhood at
A.
J.
Rawley
is
building
a
house
of such crystals.
This crystallization followed a def- for Mrs. Nannie Wheeler who re- the chapel. Supper will be served
at 6 o'clock and members are asked
inite sequence analogous to the cently lost her dwelling by fire.
"evolution of animal species.” First Eureka Lodge will hold it? in sta l-!tc furnish for it. An interesting
the basic elements crystallized out lation Thursday. Those not solicited Imeeting is promised,
into minerals forming such basic are asked t0 wk<1 a
or cake ,
rocks as basalt, commonly known as
trap rock, while the last elements Thomas Radford is employed cut- jThursday night before a meeting
to crystallize were alkalis and sili- tin8 wood f,r Frank Morris.
j of the Parent-Teacher A sociation
ca, forming such acidic rocks as The Elmore road which is being at Friendship High School.
granite.
this winter as a WPA
Mr,
Teninie Iw"ill “he c h a ir m a n
w
n . . . c mBetween
. i . u m these
r f u , . two ex- constructed
p ro j^u , wMl
in which rocks containing
varying
. were
amounts of bases and« alkalis
formed
' Carrying the analogy with evolution further, those who support the
theory say that after the "higher”
types of rocks—those richest in alkalis and silica-have been formed
they will not hybridize with “lower’
types—the dark-colored rocks rich
in iron, lime and magnesia. Study
of rocks indicates that such “reversion to type" has actually taken
place.

P a g e Five

.
oy vne Baptist Ijiriirs'
nauics Circl*
vuxi
The Women’s Mission Circle will
meet at 2 o'clock Thursday for
' white cross work at the Montgomery
1rooms.
Jeannette Perry celebrated her
___
12th________
birthday _______________
anniversary SaturNeweU Smlth' Mrs
Andrews day by entertaining Martha Griffin
was
so'
Joyce'Halligan, Lois Norwood. Mary
------------------Norwood, Barbara Perry, Lucille
P O R T C LY D E
Perry. Rcbsrt Wyllle, Viiglnia
Wyilie. and Phyllis Perry. Games
Mrs. John Fields entertained at
were enjoyed and an amateur radio
_
, ,,
cards last Tuesday night. Mr. and
W .ld B o y o f H a n o v e r, a n
Mr< Ar,hur Csvis and daught<>r broadcast was put on by the childA n tm a l-L ik e H u m a n B eing Hnda Ml5s
Anderson and jren in fun. Sandwiches, cookies,
In the year 1725 Peter the Wild Harold Anderson wh0 furnishel and birthday cake were served The
hostess received several nice gifts.
Boy, as he came to be known, was ..
. .
found in a wood 25 miles from Han- ,he muslc Ic<“ cream and cake werc I Mrs. John Beaton cf Rockland
over, relates a writer in London An- -«rved.
passed the weekend with Mrs. I aac
swers magazine. He was thought Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Simmons Hooper.
to be about 13 years old, walked on of Martinsville are occupying Al1- Officers elect of the E. A. Starrett
his hands and feet, lived mainly in fred Fuller's cottage for the winter,
Auxiliary S.U.V. will be installed
trees, which he could climb like » Mrs Charies Cushman is ill.
■at a special meeting W ednesda/
monkey, fed upon grass and moss,
flnd
v .
, night.
and was totally devoid of speech.
. , ,
. .
, •
In the following year he was frlends in Warren recently,
j A double surprise party took place
brought to England and exhibited Mr and Mrs Charles Kinney and Saturday night at the home of Mr.
to King George I, who had him daughter are guests of relatives in and Mrs. Howard Kennlston when
placed in the keeping of a farmer Wiley's Corner.
the family and friends gathered
near London, and allowed him a Mr. and Mrs. William Clayter and 4or
a housewarming for Mr. and
pension.
Peter
never
learned
to
ar
‘T H E R E G O E S M Y H E A R T ’
daughter
Joan
visited
in
Lincolnville
Kennlston in the Studley
ticulate more than a few words.
I and expressed his sensations by over the weekend.
.house which they bought recently,
various animal-like noises, neighing
and for a birthday party for Fred
like a horse when pleased.
M. Kenniston. who makes their
His senses, were much more acute
Shirley’s B eau ty Salon
home with them. Mrs. Harold
than those of a civilized man. and
WARREN, ME.
Drewett, in behalf of the assembled
he was credited with being able to
Open Daily from 8.30 to 5 30
guests, presented her father. Fred
understand the language of birds
Evenings By Appointment
Kennlston. with a watch, and her
and beasts. He aroused much in
Shirlev Morton. Prop.
terest among medical and learned
brother and sister-in-law Mr. and
TeL Warren 12-11
■men of the time. Peter died in
Mrs. Howard Kenni ton with a set
1785.
of dishes and a sum of money.
Guests present were Mrs. Marie
Oddities in Bermuda
Nature has showered a choice
group of "believe it or nots" on the
Bermuda islands. Oddities in fruil
and flowers include the following:
The thistle plant with yellow flow
TAKE,
ers, altogether unlike the American
J3 N E
thistle. It has no thorns and is
tender enough to be eaten by rab
TOLD TABLETS
bits and fowl. The travelers' tree,
so called because it gives drinkable
water when Upped. The monkey
puzzle tree, so called because its
! trunk is covered with thorns—and is
therefore unclimable. The air pine
vine which grows only upon boards,
wires, dead wood, and tin.
The
Alan Mowbray and Palsy Kelly in "There Goes My Heart," a Ha/ Roach
1small vine, "rock sample," which
production released through United Artiata
Patsy Kelly conducts a difficult romance with Motorman Alan Mow many natives brew as a substitute
for tea and coffee. The dried cala
bray In Hal Roach's “There Goes My Heart." ln which Fiedric March and bash. Hang it in a tree and the
Virginia Bruce are co-starring. It seems Patsy works all day and Alan wrens will take possession of it as a
works all night and spends his days studying chiropractic.—adv.
home.
from
summer
residents, is p*ogres~
a
w
®
sing we ' T hk has been a much
n e g a te d road and the residents of
that village are greatly pleased,
A large congregation attended
church Sunday morning and heard
R , ine
by the pastor. Rev

STRAN D W EDNESDAY-TH URSDAY

RITE-BEST

Printed Stationery

L A N E 'S

AT PARK THEATRE W EDNESDAY
Biand as ever in the fare of danger. Mr. Moto (Peter Lorre) Is totally
unimpressed by the automatic in the hands of George Sanders. Lovely
Virginia Field is the girl. All three have leading roles in "Mr. Moto's Las.
Warning.”—adv.

TH URSDAY

Meaning of Name Vincent
The name Vincent, of Latin ori
gin, means "conquering,” which
makes it an auspicious name. Vin
cenzo is the Italian form, according
to Florence A. Cowles in the Cleve
land Plain Dealer, St. Vincent Fer
rer (d. 1419) was called "the angel
of judgment" and preached through
out Europe. St. Vincent de Paul
(b. 1576) devoted his life to the care
of the poor. Vincenzo Catena (d.
1531) was a Venetian painter whose
contemporaries ranked him with
Titian. Vincenzo Ca.npi (d. 1591)
also an Italian, excelled in small fig
ures, fruits, etc. Vincente Espinel
(d. 1624) was a Spanish poet whose
sUnzas came to be called espinelas.
Vincent Bourne (d. 1747) was a
noted English poet of his day.
Animals and Mammals
All mammals are animals; com
paratively few animals possess tbe
characteristics necessary for classi
fication as mammals. Mammals
comprise the highest class of ani
mals. Their outstanding character
istic is that they nourish their young
with milk. Mammals are covered
more or less with hair, possess
mammary glands, a muscular dia
phragm which separates the heart
and lungs from the abdominal cav
ity, and red blood corpuscles with
out nuclei.

SELL w u k
Franciska Gaal and Rita Johnson in "The Girl Downstairs”
-adv

WANT-ADS

COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL

W H IT E V E L L U M
linen or Rippfr Finish
Monarch Site
CO Sheets 7!4xl0!a
50 envelopes 4x7 Is
Your name and address on pa
per and envelopes printed in Blue,
Black. Green or Brown ink

sea soldiers from their erstwhile due and new books totalled $27 35.
vest of fruit cf gcod qua i’y this
foes.
.
i Bock; recently bought Include: season. Among Mail.: men attend---------------------[ Rebecca by Daphne duMau ler; To- ing Rotary Friday were Ralph WilBegirtning of West Point Academy morrow's Promise, Temple Ba .ley; A son of Camden. Paul Sai gent of
On March 16, 1802, congress purn an jn Babylon. White; Across Portland. C. H. McElhincy of DamP’ s^ d abiU providing f o r t h e
Frontiers Philip Gibbs: Wis- ariscotta. and Anbury Pi man of
lishment of a military academy and
located it at West Point. The acad- tom > G ate, Margaret Barne.; W.th Be ifast. Anbury Pitman is vice
emy with 10 cadets was first opened
“ce Toward Some, Margaret Ha.- president cf the Marne Society. Dr.
on July 4, 1802. By the act of con- -J', A. Hail & Co., and Christmas H M. Robbins i past president of
gross of April 29. 1812, the academy Days, Joseph Lincoln; My Sen. My the Maine Society, althrugh his
was reorganized with 250 cadets.
g ;n Howard Sprlrj; Horse and home is ln Massachusetts. The
;
Euggy Doctor. Hertzler; Unfamiliar' doctor continues to boost for the
Camouflage Snakes
Faces. Alice Rosman; John Wesley good State of Maine
Gaboon vipers and rhinoceros . .. _ .
I
Ed Brown
snakes, natives of West Africa, have in the Evolution of Photestantism
coloring that corresponds to the yel Maximum Plette.
low and brown of fall and are able Juveniles—Lolly by Audrey Chai- i Farris and Mrs W. J Robbins; prito keep their presence a secret by mers; Children of Foreign Lands, mary department Mrs. J. D Thurshiding among the autumnal tints. 5,] j-abeth McCrady; The Dutch ton. Miss Norma Fos et», Miss Betty
The two types of snakes are closely Tw1m and utUe Brothfr
parr[s Mjag
related and are poisonous.
department, Mr. and Mrs. John
'Holy Mountains’ in China
Barringer; Cricket, A & E. Haden: Howard, Mrs. Frank Calderwcod,
Four mountains in China are des- Mr. Popper's Penquins R F. At- Leroy Hunt. Ralph Young, and Mrs.
ignated by the Buddhists as "holy vater;
Ezekial Travels. Elvira Laura Daniels; sen! r department,
mountains” : Wu T'ai Shan in Shansi 3 aj-ner.
Mrs Ralph Young, Mrs Leah Esprovince, Omei Shan in Szechawan,
• • , •
ancy. and Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Ross;
Chui-hau Shan in Anhwei and Pu-To
M rthodbt Church Noirs
adult department. Mr and Mrs.
in the Chusan islands. Some of the
Epworth
League
discussed
the
George Mansfield. Mrs. Carrie
temples on Wu T’ai Shan date from
significant factors underlying per- Wentworth and William Thomas;
the First century, A. D.
sonality at its meeting 8unday. Miss ; cradle roll, Mrs. Clara Wallace:
The Happy Man
Nathalie Nason was the leader. Jhome department. Mrs Sadie BurThe happy man is he who dis DonalJ Calderwood conducted the gess. Mrs. Olive Burgess.
tineuishes the boundary between deThe Men's Brotherhood will meet
j 1 u.
s ■re andj delight,
andj stands ___1.,
firmly meeting and Miss Janet Stephenson
H
on the higher ground; he who knows and Mbs Balbara Creighton played Friday Wives and guests are also
that pleasure is not only not pos- » P>ano duet, entitled "Ballet from invited. Dinner will be served at
session, but is often to be lost, and Rosamond." At the evening service 6 30. during which a soloist will give
always to be endangered by it.— Rev. L. F. Ross preached on the sub- several selections.
Song sheets,
Landor.
1ject “Escaping from the World." with the popular banquet s< ngs of
.
John Howard led congregational past and present, have been pro
Hi Ho Defines ‘E.nvy’
"Envy," said Hi Ho. the sage of sln«in«fhurch ls fortunate In cured for the occasion. Following
Chinatown, "is generally due to the having two excellent song leaders in 1the banquet there will be a business
way you let your imagination run Mr. Mansfield and Mr Howard.
meeting and election of officers, and
away with you in picturing good The Sunday 8chool elected as of- plans will be discussed for the year
times that others are not really ficer« j an 13 at the home of Mrs i The general public Is invited to hear
having:J. D. Thurston: Superintendent, the speaker of the evening. Rev.
Chess 6 000 Years Old
George Mansfield; assistant super- Dr. John Smith L we of Rockland
That prehistoric Mesopotamians intendent. Mrs George Mansfield: in the church auditorium at 8
amused themselves 6.000 years ago secretary, Burleigh Esancy; treas- o'clock. He will deliver an address
with a game not unlike chess, is in- urer. Mrs. Maude Calderwood. The entitled "The Future of Democra
dicated by discoveries. Gaming board app inted these teachers: Be- cies.” Rev. Mr Lowe premises to be
pieces of terra cotta were found. | gjnners department, Mrs. Robert 1an inspiring and instructive peaker.

AND UP

delivered a t Pontiac, M ic h .
Prices s u b je c t to change
w ith o u t n o tic e . T ransp or
tatio n , s ta te a n d local taxes
1if a n y ' .o p t io n a l e q u ip m e n t
and accessories—extra.

~AKB NO CAR ON EARTH
IS BETTER

O n ly $ 1 .1 5 postpaid

I f yo u d o n 't t h in k g re a t e n g in e e rin g is im p o r 
t a n t , o n e rid e in a P o n tia c w i l l ch ang e y o u r
m in d . B ecause g re a t e n g in e e rin g m a k e s P o n 
tia c b e tte r th a n yo u ever t h o u g h t a lo w -p ric e d
car c o u ld b e ! I t a c c o u n ts fo r P o n tia c 's m ir a c le
rid e a n d s te rlin g p e rfo rm a n c e . I t m a k e s th is
big c a r tie s m a ll cars fo r t h r i f t . Best o f a ll,
g re a t e n g in e e rin g gives y o u a b lu e -rib b o n
q u a lit y c a r a t a p ric e r ig h t n e x t to th e lo w e s t.
C o m e i n — g et th e fa c ts a b o u t o n e of th e g r e a t
est e n g in e e rin g fe a ts o f a ll t i m e !

LIN E T T E SU PE R FIN E
White Writing
48 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5%
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes or mono
gram on paper, address on en
velopes.
Blue, black, brown,
green Ink.
$1.15 postpaid

The C ourier-G azette

OCNCRAL MOTORS T IR M S TO S U IT TOUR RURSE

YOU'LL BE PBOUD TO O W N A

PONTIAC

C. W . H OPK INS, INC.,

712 M A IN ST., R O C K L A N D

G LID D EN RINES,

B A T H R O A D , W ISC A SSE T

E v ery -O th er-D ay
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Monday to Boston where she will tlon and Finishes." Mrs Gersham
[ Walden and Mrs Wooster will serve
remain for a few days' visit.
A program of music will be given jas dinner committee.
In connection with the public sup- | Byron Rider was at home from
Team Standiiig
Ave.
L.
w
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
per at the Methodist vestry Wed- Burdett College over the weekend.
GILBERT HARMON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
.778
4
...... 14
Correspondent
ncsday under the auspice., of the
Correspondent
The Twentieth Century Club met
Correspondent
611
7
Men's Club, and will consist of Friday at the home of Miss Marion
Eds ........... ...... 11
✓***s o oz \ o
.389
11
these numbers: Trumpet solo. "Sil Weidman for a musical afternoon
Georges .... ...... 7
Tel. 2229
Telephone 713
9no
Tel. 190
14
4
ver Threads among the Gold". Neil with Mrs. Linthel Lane as hostess.
Vlrgies ....
meets
Brown
with Mrs. Veda Brown ac Mrs. Gladys Heistad gave an in
League Records
The G. W. Bridge Club
The . ffice of the Winter Carnival
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stone were
companist; violin solo. "The Merry teresting rending on the life of
this
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
High total. Smalley. 581.
will be in the Knox County Trust
hosts at bridge Saturday night, to
Widow Waltz" by David Eaton, ac Geraldine Farrar and Miss Jose
High team total. Georges. 2421
Company block on Elm street. The Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Grafton, Dr.
companied
by Cynthia Eaton; clari- phine Pitts entertained with three
High team single, Georges. 530.
bank has given the use of the office
and Mrs. Jo h n Curtis, Miss Eliza
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth ol Rock- j ,iet duet "Whispering Hope." Con- groups of piano selections. Next
High
match,
Eds-Georges.
4786
free of charge to the Outing Club
land was guest Sunday of Miss stance Lane. Nonna Hoyle; piano Friday the club will meet with Mrs.
beth Woodcock and Forrest G raf
High single. Hastings. Smalley. 131
American Legion Auxiliary meets Marion Weidman.
ton. Prizes were awarded Miss
'solo. "Heather Rose,
Marjorie Edith Buzzcll.
Individual Averages
! Tuesday night at 7.30.
Woodcock. Elbridge Grafton and
In connection with the stated !| Brodis; saxophone solo, "The Lost
Mrs. Nina Beverage of Augusta
Strings PF.
Dr. and Mrs. Curtis.
Mrs. Lillian Weaver has returned n,cft[Rg of Harbor Light Chapter Chord" Eleanor Gregory, accomwas
guest Saturday night a t the
99.7
60 5979
from a visit with her brother >n ^o.ES. tonight a memorial service ' panied by Marjorie Brodis; clarinet home of Ar. and Mrs. C. S. Gardner.
Mayflower
Temple.
Pythian Davis ............
99
2
.........
60
5954
Robbins
........
Massachusetts.
(qj- departed members will be h e ld .1duet. "All Ashore", Constance Lane.
Sisters, meets Friday with supper at
Mr and Mrs. Sydney P Snow and
60 5915 98 6 Sergt. Carl Wibe of Portland, Officers will wear white.
.
6.15. Attendance of the degree , Smalley
[Norma Hoyle; violin solo. "There's daughter Eleanor of Worcester.
96
2
;
........ 60 5771
formerly of this town, has been
The Queens of Avalon, met M o n -' a Rose in Old Erin. David Eaton. Mass were guesls prWav and ggt.
team is desired, as a reharsal will . Young
be held a fte r supper. The supper I Black ........... ........ 45 4286 95 2 chosen from the Maine State High- day night at the Methodist vestry accompanist Cynthia Eaton.
urday of Mr. and Mrs. H O. Heis......... 60 5681 94 " way police force to attend the Fedcommittee consists of Mrs. Ora j Paqum
Increasing interest is being shown
Rockport High School boys team ' tad. Mr. aud Mrs Heistad had as
.......... 60 5668 94 5 erai Bureau of Investigation School
Woodcock. Mrs. Blanche Vose and Grafton
tr. this organization which has re- suffered a defeat to the tune of 31 j weekend guests Trygve Heistad and
Felt ............... ........ 60 5634 93 3 ' at Washington. D. C.
Mrs. Mary Henry.
cently been started under the di- [ to 9 when they played Hampden daUg|Uer. Selma Roberta, and Miss
EUiot ............ ......... 60 5632 93.3
The Baptist Sewing Circle will lection of Mrs. Clayton Smith, and High Friday night at Hampden
Mr. and Mrs. Weston A. Young j
I Mary McLean of Augusta
Hastings ..... .......... 55 5155 93.7 hold a silver tea in the church par- which includes girls from 12 to 18
entertained Saturday night in ob- j
Capt. Winsor Torrey of Deer Isle •
Dana ....................... 55 5128 93.2‘for Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
years of age
servance of Mrs. Young's birthday.
and Boston is staying at the home
Blackington’s $2 sale of ladies'
......... 60 5588 93.1 ( Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown left SatGrover
"Rook" provided entertainment for
Rockport Grammar School boys oi Capt and Mrs. Ernest Torrey shoes continues all this week, adv 7-lt
St rout ......... .......... 42 3818 90.9 urday for Florida.
the evening, prizes going to Mr. and
and girls were vlctor.ous at Union while his vessel Thomas H Law60 5426 90 1 a small oil painting in the win- '
Stetson .......
Mrs. Stanley Macgowan. Mrsi Al
Saturday afternoon with the re- lence is discharging coal at the
Forgiveness is immoral If it means
60 5417 90.3 dow of the Knox Marine Exchange.
Lynch .........
bert Anderson and W. G. Maloney.
sultant score of 25-2 over the Union Thomas Fuel Co. in Camden.
the condoning or ignoring of sin; if
Newbert ....... .......... 55 4919 89 4 Bay View street, is attracting much j
Other guests were Mrs. Maloney.
Grammar boys, and 28-14 over the
Weather permitting the Fred A It belittles in any way the eternal
Cogan .................... 15 1338 89.2 attention. W. S. Dyer is the artist.
Mr. Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Union Grammar girls. The Rock- Norwood W.R.C. will hold its post necessity of righteousness.
55 4861 88 4 Mrs. Percy Luce will be hostess to
Chaples .....
Knights, and Mr. and Mrs. Orvel F.
port teams will go to Rockland poned installation next Friday n ig h t,
-----------------60 5284 881 the Methodist Ladies Aid Society
Pierpont .....
Williams, substituting for Mr. and
Thursday night when the Rockport at 8 o'clock The public is invited
Oh, yes, to be sure! We are a
Woodcock ... .......... 50 4170 83.4 Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Mrs. Theodore Rowell, who were
girls will try for their 12th conThe Simonton Farm Bureau will peace-loving nation, yet we have a
• • • •
; The degree staff of Maiden Cliff
unable to attend. Refreshments j
secutive victory.
meet Jan. 18 a t the home of Mrs. secretary of war but no secretary of
Last week's matches—Chet's team Rebekah Lodge will hold a rehearsal
were served.
Miss Marion Weidman went David Wooster; subject “Construe- peace.
“
I cleaned up all six points against Wednesday night. A covered dish
Tire name of rs. . rt
io
team Smalley s rolling be- ' supper will be served at 6 o'clock,
appears among those o * l' cs 0 ing the high point of the match.
Wednesday and Thursday the
members of the Legi.'ature w to wi . , chet
reeorj Comique T)leatre will present the
assist in pouring at the legislative foj. Wghsingle Jn hi& flrst string but light comedy Hard to Get" with
Reception given at the Blaine ManJ31
fcurth string. Dick Powell and Olivia deHaviland
slon Wednesday evening by Gov Hc had a 581 total for the matchi ,
Annle M McGowan. 67. wife of
and Mrs. Lewis O. Banows.
jcague record which will prom- William A. McGowan. Central
The fireside meeting of the Chris- aWy gUnd fQr # long time
street. died suddenly Jan 13 at the
tian Endeavor which was to have
Eds
5 tQ j in lhe ! home of her son John F DU1 In
been held a t the home of Miss
second match of the week. Joe Pa- Woodside. Long Island, N. Y. BeOlive Rowell Sunday night, has been
quln had high total of 507 and high sides ner husband and son. she
indefinitely postponed, due to the single of 120 Virgie Young had 504 leaves two grandsons. Ernest and
illness of Miss Rowell.
Matches this week: Tuesday, i Robert Dill, a brother. Charles
The nam e of Mrs. Earl Woodcock Chets vs. Vlrges; Thursday. Eds vs. Granville of Springfield and several
T h e p u r p o s e o f a n y fo o d is to
was unintentionally omitted from
! nephews and nelces. Burial servGeorges.
b u ild s t r e n g t h , g ro w th a n d
the names of those serving on the — t
--------=
ices will be held today in Springcommittee for the supper of the
h e a lt h i n y o u r h o m e .
Hc was taken to Knox Hospital for held.
Friendly Club to be held a t 6.30
an X-ray examination and then reMrs. Harleigh McMinn has re
Wednesday. Any who have ever
Y o u m a y b e s u r e o f q u a lit y fo o d s a t y o u r
moved to the prison hospital.
' turned from Springfield where she
been affiliated with the Friendly
Dr. E. R. Moss, accompanied by has been visiting Mr. and Mrs
Club are urged to attend this
Dr. Frank Randolph of Waldoboro. George P. Carleton.
meeting.
Dr Louis Benson of Cushing. Dr
The J C Curtis hardware store
A membership meeting of the Judson Lord of Warren and Dr J. Is being redecorated by Greeley
Knox County Fish and Game Asso
Sherwood Armstrong of Camden. Small.
ciation will be held Friday night at attended the monthly meeting ol
> 7
Miss Edna Young student nurse
the Congregational vestry. Sup- Jthe Tri-County Osteopathic So- a t the Augusta General Hospital.
E!r _.at_
1 * J*™6'*,?’5 ??.rs' clety held at the Windsor Hotel In [ was weekend guest of her parents.
Weston Young. Mrs. Stanley Mac
J A N U A R Y 1 6 - 21
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Young.
Belfast recently.
gowan and Mrs. Edgar Cobb, a com
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Simpson of
mittee of the Federated Circle. The
Blackingtons $2 sale of ladies' Waldoboro were, recent visitors at
speaker of the evening will be
y
shoes continues all this week adv 7-lt Rev. and Mrs. W. P Holmans.
Joseph Stickney. Supervisor of
DUNHAM'S—SHREDDED
Miss Frances Rankin of Lincoln•4 LB
Wardens of the Inland Fish and
Delightful new ways to please (ville Beach has resigned her teach
COCOANUT
.
PKG 9 c
Game Department, who will show I
famny wm *
u d ing duties at Northeast Harbor to
wild-life pictures in connection with ,
Jan „
the Q
Co take a position with the State Wel
c o l o n ia l - fancy babados
LARGE
. . .
,
. ICooking Schoo; at Unlversahst fare Bureau in Augusta. She will
M O LASSES
.
CAN 2 5 c
Tiie meeting of die American Le- vestrv
tinw 2 ociock, every- j enter upon her new duties Jan. 21.
glon Auxlliarj, which would be J
u cordially invited and the
These officers of the Auxiliary of
RAP-IN-WAX
C R E A M
O F
Un,' food will be given away. A cooking , the Sons of Union Veterans were inJan 27. and will be held In the aft i school will be held a t the same stalled Friday night by Mrs. Mae
W A X P A P E R . , 2 ROLLS 1 5 C
ernoon at the home of the president place. Jan. 26. beginning at 7.15 Cross, department president and
W H E A T
lily white
Mrs Esther Cobb. Cross street.
1New raised stage new lighting ef- her staff . at the Mcgunticook
Miss Katherine
Creighton and , fects for the stage; new seating ar- Grange hall: President. Lett e Bag.
1PKG 2 1 c
PACKAGE
C O D F IS H BONELESS .
_
guest. Jonathan Fri in ,i, Jr., passed lgemcnts assurjng
and iey; councilor. Fred Rice; vice
25c
SUN.RAY
tlit weekend w ith Miss Creighton? (Com[orl for anatremaining schools president. Emily Bridges; treasurer,
mother. Mrs. John Creighton.
i
6.7 Florcnct. Pairbrother; secretary.
1PKLS1O C
S O D A CRACKERS
Williams-Brazier Past, A.
L ..!
Lillian Pomeroy; guide. Esther Sim
meets Wednesday at 7.30.
SUN-RAY
mons; assistant guide. Golda Hall;
A P P L E T O N R ID G E
Mrs. Francis H Friend ol Skow
N A T IO N -W ID E
2pklS 1 5 c
color guards. Ehcbcth M -non and
S O D A CRACKERS
hegan visited Sunday with her par
Mrs. Sheila Hart spent a day re- Elizabeth Ordway; outside guard,
EVAPORATED
ents Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Linekin.
BLACK RUBBER STEM
cently with Mrs Nina Hart at the i Clemeret Walden; inside guard,
Mrs. H H. Ncwbcrt entertained i home of Mrs. Fred Robbins.
I Jessie Josselyn; chaplain. Nellis
M IL K
FOR 1 5 C
C O B P IP E S .
.
.
Mrs. M arian Williams. Mrs. Win
Mr. and Mrs. Harrle Stanley cf Barnes; patriotic instructor. Gladys
fred Tabbutt and Mrs. Orvel Wil- ; Hampden Highlands were guests Coose; press correspondent, Lucia
TALL
BOSS—WHITE, HEAVY, NO. 246
CANS 2 5 c
liams a t an afternoon of bridge !Thursday nlght of Mr anJ
w Hopkins; musician. Lydia Inman.
C A N V A S G L O V E S 2 par 2 5 «
Monday. Prizes were awarded Mrs I c Newb„rt
Mt. Battle Lodge I O O F will
w ilha W* lamS 8nd M S M anani
A ° PHman visltc dWcd- hold a rehearsal of the Initiatory
z
1 ams
I ncsday wdth Mrs Marie ' Kellari i Degree tonight in preparation for
The annual election of officers
Hammond in South Portland. She exemplifying the work at the get1 LB ECONOMY
ol the Tri-County Osteopathic So returned home Thursday accompan- | together meeting of the lodges ol
23c
W H IT E H O U S E C O F F E E .
.
.
PKG
ciety was held at the Windsor Hotel
ied by Mrs Eleanor Pitman and ‘ District 16 in Rcckland Saturday
in Belfast recently. D r Frank
son Ray. The latter has been in the night.
Randolph of Waldoboro was chosen
2 ’ ars 1 9 c
N A T I O N - W I D E PREPARED M U S T A R D
Maine General Hospital for two \ Capt. Ralph Wooster of the yacht.
president. The other officers are;
weeks and remain? in a critical con Wildfire, has built a new ice boat
Vice president. Dr. Edwin E. Morse
dition.
and placed it on Chickawaukie Lake
. N< & 4 2 7 c
of Belfast; secretary-treasurer. Dr
S P L E N D ID M I N C E M E A T . . . .
• • * ♦
Everett Whitney. Mrs. Aubrey
J. Sherwood Armstrong of Camden,
Camden
Mill
Meeting
Fuller and daughter. Eleanor spent
trustees, Dr. Charles J DiPerri of
2 4 4 LB
Sunday* afternoon with Mr. and
A large audience attended a
ALL
G E N E R A L K N O X F L O U R PURPOSE
Wiscasset, to serve two years. Dr
BAG 6 3 c
Mrs. Harry Conant in Warren.
spirited meeting in the Opera
A rthur G. Jewell of Brooks and Dr.
Mrs. Alfred Standish of South House Saturday night called by
E. R. Moss of Thomaston to serve
Waldoboro was a caller Sunday aft Tankers Corp., unsuccessful bidders
one year. Dr Lester Gross of Jef ernoon at A. G. Pitman's.
at the public auction of the Camferson. was elected correspondingF
S U N S H IN E
, 1
Lucy Moody. Virginia Dwelley, , den Woolen Co. last Tuesday. The
secretary to the American Osteo Doris Hustus, Barbara Wentworth, ' meeting was in the mature of a
P U R IT A N B E A N S
CHOCOLATE DUCHESS 2 lbs 2 9 c
pathic Association. The next meet George Hustu? and son Lloyd at- protest against the financial assisGLASS POTS
Small chocolate cakes topped with marshmallow,
ing of the Society will be held in tended the basketball game played ! tance which the Selectmen and
dipped in chocolate (regular price lb 19c)
PEA—YELLOW EYE-RED KIDNEY
February at Searsport.
Friday by Appleton High School and ' Chamber of Commerce gave to the
Miss Virginia Cobb of Saco was' Crosby Junior Varsity a t Belfast.'.-uccessful bidder. L. F. Jealous of
EDGEMONT SMACKS
2n«>s29e
19c
weekend guest of her parents Mr. Appleton won 43-21.
!Georges River Woolen Mills, Inc. of
,
Slightly
salted
Serve
with
spreads
(regular
price pltg 17e) .
and Mrs. Edgar Cobb.
------------•
------------The weekly prayer meeting of the ' Warren. J. J. Ellard presided.
Ronald LaChance who has been Baptist Church was held Thursday
Among the speakers were Addison
taking an enforced vacation from at Adna Pitman's with 11 present. Outwater. President of Tankers
1:1s duties at the Maine State Prison
1 LB
The meeting this week will be at Corporation. Henry Frankenbcrg.
N A T I O N - W I D E B A K IN G P O W D E R
CAN 1 9 c
because of illness, is back on the job the church.
former Treasurer of the Camden
again.
Miss Birdie Fisher. Mrs. Hugh Wcolcn Company. W. H. BroadPerley Sharpe. 39. one of the McCorrison. Mrs. Merrill Esancy head. former Superintendent of the
Z CANS 1 9 C
THREE C R O W G R O U N D N U T M E G
prisoners working at the farm, suf and son Dean of the village were mill. Judge William R. Pattangall of
fered a fracture of the pelvis Mon
vbitors Saturday at Mrs. Laurence Augusta and Oscar Emery. The
day when he fell through a trap Moody's.
2 3ju g s 2 5 c
meeting voted in favor of giving
S P L E N D ID V A N I L L A .
door m the barn to the cellar floor.
Mrs. Ida Fitzgerald and M ax'Tankers Corooration the privilege
Wcndland of New York city are [of bidding for the Camden Wooleu
1 LB
S P L E N D ID R IC E EXTRA FANCY
PKGS 1 5 e
guests for a week of Mr. and Mrs. Company on an even basis with
Thomas Williams.
!all other bidders.
MacKenzie Williams leaves Wed»« «•
nesday for New Hampshire where
Heebion Deferred
N A T I O N W ID E T E A S
he will work in the woods.
At the public hearing Monday
Mrs. Ada Proctor and son Ira morning in Augusta before Judge
FORMOSA
ORANGt PEKOE
were callers Sunday at Mr. and Hudson of the Supreme Judicial
Vt LB
'4 LB
2
9
c
PKG j JC
Mrs. Howard Proctor's in Rockland. Court relative to the confirmation
PKG
Hot lunches are being served at of the sale of the Camden Woolen
i the schools at the village one day Co. property which was sold to L.
F. Jealous at a public auction last
each week during the term.
Tuesday, no decision was made by
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Special— Judge Hudson. He took the matter
The Morning AfterTaking
ns long as they last—one rack under advisement and hr. decision
Carter's Little Liver Pills misses silk dresses, $3 each adv Will be announced.

THOMASTON

Thom aston B ow lers

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

N A T I O N -W I D E

STO RE

4

N A T IO N -W ID E

S E R V IC E

GROCERS

William Hogarth. Artist
William Hogarth, painter, engrav
er and pictorial satirist, was born
at London in 1697. He served an
apprenticeship to a silversmith and
about 1720 began business for him
self, engraving coats of arm s and
CRATED Hover Xouncl on road at
designing plates for booksellers. In East
Friendship. ROSCOE MARSHALL,
1724 he entered the art school of East Friendship
Sir James Thornhill. He illustrated
CHILD'S pet. gray and white angora
Gray's edition of Butler’s "Hudi- kitten lost F’lNDER please call 986-R.
7 -lt
bras,” and in 1730 began the paint
LEATHER glove lost on Lindsey S t.,
ing of the satirical pictures that
p. in. N otify COURIER-HIAmade him famous. Among them j Monday
ZETTE____________
7 -lt
are “The Harlot's Progress,” “A
NOTICE
Is
hereby
given
ol
the
loss
Midnight Modern Conversation,” | of deposit hook numbered 292 and
"The Distressed Poet” and “Mar- . owner of said book asks for duplicate
eccordance w ith the provision o f
riage a la Mode.” He died in 1764. In
the S tate Law SECURITY TRUST CO

In E verybody’s Column
: LOST A N D FOUND

UNION BRANCH. Ensign Otis. Receiver.

Lincoln Memorial at Washington _______________ _______________ 7-T-13
CAT lost, close-hatred, male, black
The statue, of Abraham Lincoln in and
w hite, red collar.
Reward. TEL
the Lincoln Memorial at Washing 309-W.. 25 Clarendon St.
6*8
ton, by Daniel Chester French, is
a seated figure upon an oblong
* * •?
pedestal about ten feet high, sixteen
«
feet wide and seventeen feet from
*
front to back. The statue itself is
nineteen feet high, from the top of 4 4 . « * * * * « * * * * * » a i
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on T a lb o t
the plinth to the top of the head.

TO LET

“ Cradle for Grownups”
Once referred to contemptuously
as a "cradle for grownups,” the
rocker later attained great popu
larity and was a distinctly Ameri
can contribution to the art of chairmaking. Legend ascribes its inven
tion to Benjamin Franklin and Phil
adelphia its birthplace.

Ave., heated, 2 bed rooms, large liv in g
room, k itchenette, and bath. E xcellent
closet space. Hardwood floors th ro u g h 
out. Newly renovated Apply to C. F.
SNOW, 130 Union S t . Tel 158.
1 -tf

FURNISHED restaurant with ap art
m ent to let. both $8 V F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St , Tel 1154____________ 3 -tf
FOUR room apartm ent all m odern
to lei. 42 Fulton St TEL 960-R.
7*9
FOUR-room apartm ent to let on W il
low St TFL 1147-M
7*9
FURNISHED and unfurnished a p a rt-

! m ents. 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs an d
Dogs Hold “ Point” Long
down. Inquire 11 JAMES 8 T , city
Bird dogs, when pointing out the ____________________________ 1-tf
location of hidden game to |heir
FURNISHED and unfurnished a p ts.
masters, have been known to hold to let. w ith and w ith ou t bath, 12 KNOX
ST
, Tel 156-W_____________________L t f
their motionless positions for long
periods, says a writer in Collier's
SMALL furnished house to let at
Weekly. Once an English pointer 8pruce Head near salt water; n ew
ideal for year-around hom e;
held a “point,” without a single visi garage,
rent reasonable CALL 793-W
106-tf
ble movement, for an hour and fif
FOUR room apartm ent to let. all
teen minutes.
modern
Apply at CAMDEN and
ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. «34.
I-tf
Continental Glaciers
Continental glaciers are ice sheets
R
of enormous extent, covering thou M sands of square miles. The great «
I
ice sheet of Greenland, 500,000 »
square miles in extent, and the one
at the South Pole are the only two
CABBAGE, lc a lb . by the ton or
fully deserving of this classification. th( cwt ; best sauerkraut. 5c lb.. In k eg

♦

FO R SALE

Discovery of Cumberland Gap
Daniel Boone discovered the Cum
berland Gap through the mountains
when on a hunting trip in 1769.
Later, he and his companions
blazed a trail through the gap in
1775, which became known as the
Wilderness road.
The Queen's Staircase
At Fort Fincastle, in Nassau, cap
ital of the Bahamas, is an imposing
flight of steps 70 feet deep and 30
feet wide. It is called the Queen's
Staircase, but why nobody knows.
No queen of England ever trod
them.
Collects Tickets
A doctor at Munich, Germany,
who has been collecting transporta
tion tickbts for years and now has
40,000 specimens from 100 countries,
claims he has the best collection in
Europe.
Antenna of Cccropia Motli
The antenna of the cecropia moth
is extremely sensitive, acting as it
does as the insect’s sense of feel
ing. The midrib is brick red while
the hair-like projections are glossy
black.
Early Days of Electoral College
In the early days of the United
States, the electoral college had a
free hand in choosing the President,
and voting was restricted by prop
erty and other qualifications.
Sanctuary Has Million Docks
About 1,000,000 ducks "board" at
the great bird sanctuary on Open
Lake, Ark., where they gather ev
ery winter in a haven provided by
a philanthropist.
Sound Travels Faster in Ice
Sound travels 11,000 feet per sec
ond in ice--more than ten times
the velocity of sound through the
air.—Popular Mechanics.

lots
H G 6TARRETT, Tel. W arren
14 2_________________________________ 4-9
ONE load o f horses this week; 15
good chunk? and several handy priced
C M BURGESS. U n ion. Tel 17-3 6 8
REG G uernsey bull. 9 mo. old. lin o
type, o u t of 5 yr. old. 25 qt. cow G ra n d sire Langwater Septim us. Hb d o m e
an.l sire both rich In the blood o f
descendants of Imp May Rose K in g .
Imp. Clara's Sequel and Langwater
stock
ROSE HILL FARM Owls H ead,
Tel 292-R__________________________6-11
GENERAL Electric refrigerator fo r
sale. 1938 m odel. 7 cu. ft. EVELYN
BRYER. Union. Tel 9-2___________6 8

HAY for sale. 25 tons early cu t M ake
me offer; also young horse 1300 lbs MILTON PHILBROOK Head_ol ^ a y _ __ 2 ’ 9
USED vaeum n cleaner lor sa le In
good condition. $12.50 L. E DRAKE.
48 Thom aston S t
7*9
FARM for sale, modern Improve
HEN S.
m ents. price reasonable STEPHEN
CCMERY T hom aston. R F D 1. Tel.
6-8
Thom aston 191-5.
1P34 FORD V-8 coupe for sale, ru m b le
seat, excellent condition. 12.000 m ile s.
H P JAMESON 13 State St., T el. ,
998-W______________________________ 7Ut 1
HAY—25 tons good, early c u t h a y 1
for sale.
Make me offer. MELTON
[ PHILBROOK. H ead-of-Bay_________ 5*7
DRY fitted slab wood lor sa le, $5 I
cord. 4 ft. In 2 cord lots 17 D elivered.
Tel 12-23 W ashington, ROBERT ESANCL Liberty______________________ 5*7
JANUARY Special—Tlte-Kurl o il p er
m anent S2 at th e Judy Ann B e a u ty
Shop
122 Cam den St., Tel. MRS
WEAVER 1091-R K _________________ 5-7
NEW
used
electric refrigerators.
1 washers, circulating ol! heaters, k itc h e n
; range burners
All sold at bargain
prices th is m onth only
HAROLD E.
COOMBS 64 Masonic St.. R ock lan d .
Tel 768 R __________________________ 5*7
YARNS lor rugs and hand k n ittin g .
Sam ples and k n ittin g directions free.
H A BARTLETT, Harmony. Me. 155 9
MEDIUM ized vice lor sale. 38 C a m DEN S T
5*7
DRY hard wood for sale. cord, saw ed ,
$9; fitted . $10. del. ALLEN COOAN.
Warren. Tel 40 11.___________147»15O-tf
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted . $1.25,
Sawed. $1 15. long. $1.05. M. B. Si C O
PERRY Tel 4 8 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
HARD coal for sale, also lum py P o cah on tu s so ft coal: dry fitted hard
and Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN. T h o m : as ton. Tel. 62.
1-tf

I >oks Made of Gingerbread
"American Reading Instruction,”
, by Nila B. Smith, says, "Hornbooks
were variously made of wood, iron,
pewter, ivory, silver, and even gin
gerbread! This last medium was
perhaps the first attempt to motivate
reading instruction. . . . Since gin
gerbread was so highly prized, some
one must have conceived the idea of
bribing children to engage in the un
pleasant task of learning the alpha
bet by offering them the ginger
bread letters to eat when they had
learned to name them.”

L egislative N o tices
STATE OF MAINE
In Senate. J a n 4. 1933
ORDERED the Housp concurring,
ha' no bill for private or n jeclal leg
n a tio n be received by thia Legislature
fter fo u r o cio ck In the afternoon on
I Thursday. February 2. 1939. except by
j u n a n im o u s consent Ir. th e body in
j which It la introduced, and further
T h a t any bill for private or apecla’
eg isla tlo n which shall be received In
| either body of this Legislature by u n 
anim ous consent after fo u r o'clock In
'he afternoon on Thursday. Februaiy
7 1939, sh all be referred to the Nlnc, :cth Legislature if u n an im ou s consent
i for Its reception Is n o t given In the
other body In concurrence.
STATE OF

WANTED

«

MAN wanted, to act as direct repre-en tatlvc for reliable nursery firm . All
fruit trees, roses, etc . guaranteed. I n 
v estm en t or experience un n ecessary
Pay weekly
CONNECTICUT VALLEY
NURSERIES. Manchester, Conn __ 7*11
POSITION w anted doing housew ork
or practical nursing Call at 23 PARK
S T . c it y ____________________________7*9'
EXPERIENCED maid wants ho u se •
work or caring for children
TEL
Rockland 3 2 1 -W ___________________ 7*9
HOUSEKEEPER wanted lor tw o m en
Middle aged wom an preferred OEOROF.'
M COOK. Friendship
7*9
PLAIN sew ing and mending to d o at
home Prices reasonable MRS MARIAN
WILLIAMS 15 Fluker St . T h om aston
5-7

I MISCELLANEOUS t
WINDOW glass set and sold.
T el.
745-W. JOHN A KARL & C O , opp.
4*9
Park Theatre.
IF vou like to draw, sketch o r p a in t
—Write for T alent Test (No F eel. G ive
age and occupation
Write "F. S
care The Courier-Gazette._________ 4*15
~M E D IU M
Readings
daily. _ 50i7
George Jones. 16 Pleasant S t.
TEL
.749 M I can help you.______
7*9
MEN o l 30. 40. 50! Want Vim , Vigor,
for rundown body? Try Ostrex T a b lets
of raw oyster stim ulants and general
body builders
If not delighted w ith
results of first package, maker refu n d s
Its price
Reg. Si
Special now . 89c
Call, write C H MOOR * CO.
1*13
LADIES—Reliable hair goods a t R o ck 
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. M all orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
1-tf
SKATES sharpened while you w ait.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 M ain 6 t..
Rockland.
147-tf
WATCHMAKER—Repairing w a tch es,
clocks, an tiq u es all kinds. C all and
deliver, 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23

MAINE
In S en ate, Jan . 4. 1839
ORDERED, the H ouse concurring,
h at no bill or resolve be received by
'h is Leglsla ure alter fo u r o'clock In
' the afternoon of Thursday, February
9. 1939. except by u n a n im o u s consent
In th e body In which It Is Introduced,
and fu rth er
ORDERED, th a t any b ill or resolve
I w h ich sh all be received In cith er body
■ol th is Legklature by u n a n im o u s co n  Amesbury St , Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
sent a fter four o'clock In th e after
1 -tf
noon o n Thursda/, February 9. 1939.
shall be referred to the N in etieth Leg
1islaturc If unanim ous co n se n t for Its
. reception Is not given In th e other
body In concurrence.
T hese orders
ih all n o t apply to bills reported by any
'oln; stan d in g or Joint select co m 
m ittee In the regular co u rse of b u slI ness. nor to such bills and resolves as
j arc Intended only to fa c ilita te the
CLEMENTS Chicks give ex cep tio n a lly
b u sin ess of the E ig h ty -n in th Legisla profitable results. Unusual RedB and
ture.
Clem-Cross Pullets. Our “fo u r farm
A true copa
co operative" Insures better q u a lity for
ATTFl lT
HOYDEN V P.riOWN
less m oney
Catalog free.
Write
fteerofnrv of Seim le CLEMENTS BROI'llEHS F ARMS. H 33.
4-T-13 W interport. Me.
144-53

•EGGS AN D CH ICK S’;
••• .»•■•'•••••••••
sg

R ock lan d C o u rier-G a z ette , T u e s d a y , Ja n u a ry 1 7, 1939

Every-O ther-D ay

A M AID CALLED

A Nursery School

OClETY

To Be Started H ere Next
W eek By M rs. Barbara

Page Seven

MILLS

This And T hat
W h om Y ou W ill T ake T o Your H eart W hen She T alk s
A b ou t 'Household M atters

Sisson

B u r d e ll’s D r e ss S h o p

JA Nursery School Group will be

A n n u a l Jan u ary Sale

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clements
of Lowell , Mass., were weekend
guests of Mrs. Clements' sister. Mrs.
Donald L. Karl. Mrs. Clements was
recently awarded two books at a
Boston book fair, each being auto
graphed by Kenneth Roberts.

started Jan. 23 under the personal
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
direction of Mrs. Barbara Sisson
(Monday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday a t 1.30 p. in. over Stations
at her residence. 24 School street.
WNAC Boston; WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
It is for the benefit of children |
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
By K. S. F.
from two years of age up to the
sub-primary age. A varied pro
Thrift Sperial
Buying sheets i
gram is planned to prepare the I
3 cups well-seasoned mashed po
the other day in
Parson: "Does you all take dis
children mentally and socially for
the white sale I tatoes
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. L. the more formal work of the first man fo bettah or wuss?"
2 cups medium white sauce
decided to use an
Mandy: “Lan sake, pah'on. how
E x c e lle n t Values in
Governor and Mrs. Lewis O. Bar- E. McRae delightfully entertained school years. This group will meet kin ah tell so soon?''
2-3 cup grated American cheese
idea someone con
in
honor
of
Miss
Carrie
Fields
and
each
morning.
Monday
through
Fri
1 cup cubed cooked ham
rows will receive clubwomen at
*• • •
tributed. Mark the
W o m en 's, M isse s' and H alf S iz e M odels
1 cup cubed carrots, cooked
Blaine House after the closing ses Mrs. Clyde Vining, who left Sun day from 9 to 12 a. tn.
Is it Americanism to bribe the
sheets in a corner
day
for
a
three
weeks’
sojourn
at
In addition Mrs. Sisson has farmers to cut their cotton crop,
1 cup peas, cooked
sion of the midwinter conference
with date pur
S IL K S A N D W O O L S
Shape the mashed potatoes into
of the Maine Federation of Women's Cleveland, Ohio. They will be guests planned an afternoon play session corn and wheat and other crops
chased and the
Clubs. Friday afternoon. Jan. 27. of Mrs. Vining's sister. Mrs. Mildred Any or all afternoons from Mon and give them no real competitive
kind, using indel four nests and brown in a hot oven
j
R educed to
The conference to be held in Au May. Among the guests were Mr. day to Friday a mother may leave remuneration?
ible ink. then next 1450 degrees F.) Combine rem ain
and
Mrs.
Charles
Rose,
Mr.
and
her
child
of
pre-school
age
for
one
• • • •
gusta will open Thursday afternoon,
time
you
buy ing ingredients and heat. Fill po
"At 20 he yearns to be respected you'll know how that brand wore. tato nests.
Jan. 26. in the Hall of Represen Mrs. T. S. Lawson. Mr. and Mrs Roy or more hours to enjoy supervised
*** *
tatives. Mrs. John W. Healy of Estes, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey, play with children of his or her by the hard-boiled; at 40 he yearns Did you know some firms are mak
Mrs
Fiank
Prescott.
Miss
Margaret
own
age.
Apple
Delight
to be respected by the important; ing sheets with extra threads woven
Augusta, director of District 10. the
Mail a n d P h o n e O rders F illed
Mrs. Sisson is a graduate of Bos at 60 he yearns to be respected."
6 cups pared- cubed apples
hostess district, has appointed I ®«a» and Fred ™ P P' Bridge and
into the center where the most wear
• • • «
1 tablespoon eoarsley grated
committees to assist her at the con- ’ dancin« were enjoyed A del‘*h t- ton University and the Nursey
comes? (Do you ever cut a sheet
Scientists have discovered sea
orange rind
ference. Mrs. Healy who is gen- ' ™ rePast was * rvcd by lhe oharm- Training School of Boston. For
16 S C H O O L ST .,
R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
that's beginning to wear through
the past several years she has been weed to be a remarkable health
'i cup water
eral chairman, will be assisted i n ’ 11* host and hostess' and wlth
the center and sew the two outside
’'j cup powdered sugar
entertaining by Mrs. Bessie Bush, wlshes for a delightful vacation to ft supervisor in Philadelphia Nur- food and I hope the coast of Maine
edges together?)
will profit by this great enterprise
Whipped cream
president of the ON.N Club. Mrs. the honor guests the party dis- ery Schools.
Whatever sheets you buy make
Thomas O. Cony, president of the | perscd at a late hour
Local interest in the proprietor which, it is said, will develop as
Combine apples, orange rind and
sure there isn't a lot of filling in
of
the
proposed
school
is
accen
the
fact
is
more
generally
known.
water; cook until apples are tender
Study Club and Mrs. Edward E.
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis are tuated somewhat by the fact that Someone has written the following: it—rub the fabric, and if a lot of (about 20 minutes.) While hot, pile
MRS. FRANCES DRISCOLL
will be in Colcbrock cemetery. Whit
Roderick, president of the Current spending a few days in New York.
starch powders out, it is "filled'
she traces her ancestry back to an
I in sherbet glasses. Sprinkle gen
man. Mass.
Events Club, all of Augusta
If you feel weak and pale and pine. and will be flimsy after washing.
Mrs. Frances Ulmer Driscoll died
old Rockland
seafarer, David
erously
with
sugar
top
with
whipped
And have no pep, then that's a
While were being "housewifely,"
The Wawenock Club will meet
cream. Serves four to six.
in Brockton. Mass, last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Griffin an Wednesday afternoon of this week Everett who sailed out of this port
GIVE A DIME
sign
here's an after-Christmas idea
• • • •
nounce the engagement of their with Mrs. Fannie Norton. 34 in the early part of the 19th cen You need a shot of iodine.
night in her 67th year She had been
from Rose Morrison of Newton
MENU
tury being her great, great grand
daughter Miss Elizabeth Hammond Mechanic street.
Eat Seaweed.
• Lower Falls. She's making a note-1
in failing health for the past few
Breakfast
father.
to George Armstrong of Thomaston
If you would like a life that's long. book with all the Christmas decorat
years,
and was confined to a hospital
Grapefruit
Juice
Her husband Robert Newell Sis
Miss Hammond is a graduate of
Mr. and Mrs. E. F Glover have
And feel yourself grow hale and ing. party and gift ideas, her Christ
Deerfoot Sausages witli
for
a
few
days previous to death.
son
whose
articles
on
"Panama''
Rockland High School, class of 1938. returned from Boston, where they
strong.
mas card list and sizes on shirts,
Scrambled Eggs
She
was
born in Rockland, daugh
are
being
read
with
much
interest,
and Mr. Armstrong is employed by saw Friday night's performance of
Take this advice, you can't go socks and gloves, etc., for family
Popovers
ter of the late Louis and Ellse (Holt)
served 27 months in the Army Air
Thomaston Ice Co.
"Victoria Regina"
wrong—
and friends. She keeps a card in
Quick Tangerine Jam
Ulmer of this city. She was the
Corps at Albrook Field in the Canal
WEAR A BUTTON
her pocketbook with the family's
Eat seaweed!
La Touraine Coffee
widow of William W. Sm ith; and
Zone,
and
while
flying
at
a
height
More
than
400
guests
are
expect
»
*
•
•
Mrs. Harrie Coe. president of the
shoes, shirts, hat and glove sizes
Lunch
later married the late Charles Dris
Garden Club Federation of Maine, ed at the informal Legislative re of 18.000 feet, had the unique plea
There is a fine suggestion afloat for convenience when shopping Do
'T
oasted
Tuna-Relish
Sandwiches
Ili/.
coll
of Brockton, Mass.
sure
of
looking
down
upon
two
urges all committee chairmen of ception which Gov. and Mrs. Lewis
of dividing the highways by putting 1you?
Cole Slaw
Mrs.
Driscoll
was
a
talented
pianist
oceans.
O.
Barrows
are
giving
at
the
Blaine
men love
the local clubs to attend the mid
in a central strip of planted foliage
Sliced Bananas
'
and through her work had made
His exhibit of warship pictures such as bushes, shrubs and small
winter concerts to be held in Port Mansion a t 8 o'clock tomorrow. In 
Did you read about Mrs. Joseph
GIRLS W IT H
Tetley Tea
many fine acquaintances and friend If you ar- peppy and lull of tun, men will
vitations have been issued to mem in the window of the Moran in trees that will decrease headlight Kennedy's card index file on her
land Jan. 20-21.
Dinner
ships in Brockton and surrounding invite you to dances and parties.
bers of the Senate and their wives. surance office is but a small part of glare and also decrease to a great family of nine in the Ladies Home
BUT if you are cross, listless and tired,
’Thrift Special
towns.
Rounds Mothers Class will meet members of the House and their his collection of 4 000 photos.
men won't he interested. Men don't like
degree, accidents. Hope they try Journal article? Not only sizes but
Baked Squash
"quiet" girls. When they go to parties they
Cnc
daughter
survives
her.
Mrs.
Wednesday night at the home of i wives, officers of the House and the
medical history, mumps, measles
want girls along who are full of pep.
It out.
Cooked Vegetable Salad
Isabelle Higgins Rozen of Whitman,
So in ease you need a good general system
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds. Mis. Bernice Senate and their wives, and husDr. Mary Reuter has returned
tonsil-, etc. It would save wrack
remember for 3 generations one
’Apple Delight
Mass. Mrs. Driscoll had made her tonie,
Havener. Mrs. Lou Emery and Mrs. bands, and members of the gress from a vacation trip to St. Louis.
“The New York boat leaves this ing your brains when the family
woman has told another how to go “smiling
La
Touraine
Coffee
thru" with Lydia E. I'inkham's Vegetable
home
with
her
daughter
of
late
year.,
Winnie Karl will assist.
Among the women members of the
pier, does it not?"
doctor asks these questions in an
Compound. I t helps build up more physical
“■Recipes given.
and had very few outside activities
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
resistance and thus aids in giving you rooro
“Oh. yes. leaves It every trip, anxious moment and sounds like
Legislature and wives of members
pep
lessens distress from female func
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Howe are of the Governor s Council and oth Society of M. E. Church, met Thurs ma'am. Never t<ok it anywhere
The funeral will be held from the tionaland
disorders.
a good idea for the mother of one
You'll find Pinkhara's Compound WELL
in Boston for a few days.
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE Hickey Funeral Home, Brockton. WORTH
ers invited by Mrs. Barrows to assist day. Mrs. Edith Tweedie. president, yet.”
of two youngsters.
TRYING!
♦♦• ♦
Wednesday
at
2
p.
in.
Interment
ADS
in serving arc noted: Mrs. Albert B presided. The devotions were led
Lucille
Cogswell
of
Waltham
won
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens and
This is an age of bowls. In Rock ders why the market men never
Elliot of Thomaston; Mrs. Alan L. by Mrs. Grace Lurvcy. Mrs Twccdis
family of Friendship and Mr. and
land.
the Potato Bowl; in Camden, had enough parsley on hand and
gave
some
interesting
notes
on
Bird of Rockland; Mrs. Cleveland
Mrs. B. E. Starrett and family of I
' Hinduism.'’ The third chapter of the Snow Bowl; in California, the we've wondered and squabbled with
i L. Sleeper of Rockland.
Warren, spent Sunday with Mr. and
the text book "Moving Millions” Rose Bowl; in New Orleans, the ours too. It's so good in many
Mrs. Maurice Ginn.
Mrs. Maria Patterson, daughter was reviewed in a very interesting Sugar Bowl; in Miami, the Orange things. *o decorative, rich in iron
Marie and son J. Manley Patterson manner by Mrs. Laura Buswell.
Bowl; in Dallas, the Cotton Bowl; and deserves attention. We haven't I
Mrs. Herman
Winchenbaugh
cf Hallowell were recent guests of
in El Paso, the Sun Bowl; in At had luck giowing window box par-1
spent the weekend with Mr. and
A happy gathering of youngsters lanta. the Peach Bowl; and the
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross.
sley either. Can anyone explain
Mrs. Roland Pacquin at the newly
_____
helped Dicky Tomkins celebrate his Coal Bowl for the Darkies. Now
I why? Or tell us all where to buy
purchased home No. 13 Blaine ave
Miss Alice Dennis of Boston is the 7th birthday at his home on Myrtle comes Charleston. W. V., with tl-.s
dried parsley?
nue. Augusta.
guest of her coustin. Mrs E. F street Sunday afternoon. Games ; Finger Bowl and Kansas with the
Lillian Locke in Worcester SL£- |
Olover.
prizes were won by Loretta Harvey i Sunflower Bowl
Miss Virginia Proctor, who has
gest; we wash out discarded powder
------j and Madline Rubenstein. Others
* • * •
been employed in Hyannis, Mass.,
puffs and use them as buffers to
Mrs Hattie Keating entertained pj-esent, were David Legage, Billy
“Tlie remote Shetland Islanders.
for the Hyannis Gas Co., has been Sleeper Bible Class Monday a t her LegagC "Nuggy" Harvey, Peter
clean silver or metal, spots on cloth
North of Scotland, celebrated
transferred to the main office in home on Mechanic street. The aft- stein Junior Rislain0 and Arty
ing and even to polish windows.
Christmas as usual Jan. 5 while
Wareham. where she has a respon ernoon was spent in a study of the BiackiRgton. The dining room was
They have less lint than cloth and
most Britons were removing their
sible position.
Eooks of Joel and Amos. The next attractively decorated in pink and holiday garlands. The Islanders it sounds like a good idea. In re
meeting will be held next Monday white with balloons and favors have clung sturdily to the old turn she wants a recipe for a crisp
Mrs. Rose Witham of Damariscot
at the home of Mrs. A, B. Norton. Luncheon was served, the hostess Julian Calendar, refusing to accept waffle. Perhaps she’s using too much
ta is the guest of Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
batter in the iron but try this re- J
Mechanic street.
being assisted by Mrs. Dorothy Har !that of Pope Gregory which most
cipe anyway.
of the world has used for nearly two
vey.
Rubinstein Club meets Friday
Nail polish spilled on the dresser I
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
I centuries. The New Year starts
nigiit in the Univcrsalist vestry a t 8
is L aura McDonald's query. If the
have a tacking tomorrow afternoon
o'clock. Mrs. Faith G. Berry is
Blackingtons $2 sale of ladies' Jan. 12 for these descendants of dresser has a varnished finish it
There arc two quilts to be tackei
chairman, and the subject is "In  and it is hoped that a large number , «hocs continues all this week, adv 7-lt the Vikings."
will have to be done over; if it's
• • • •
ternational Music." This will be
of members will go prepared for
“Tlie largest buffalo herd in the waxed remove the nail polish with
guest night.
work. Supper will be served with
Burdells Dress Shop. Special— world is located a t Wainwright, lacquer thinner and then re-wax.
(th e e le c t r ic it y n e liia l
Mrs. Mae Reed, chairman, followed as lon« as they ^ t - o n e rack Alberta, Canada."
And now for a few events in the
l y uM »d a m o u n l N t o I cnm
Delightful new ways to please by the regular business meeting at | mls-es si;k dresses, 83 each.-adv.
I world of recipes, at least we hope
your family will be presented
th a n 1 e e a lN a w e c k l )
they'll
prove
to
be
events.
From the Boston Transcript, I
7.30
Thursday Jan. 19 at the C.M.P. Co.
_____
Mabelle Beauty Shoppe will be found a delight ful drawing of one I
s s • a
Cooking School a t Universalist
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will j closed Jan. 23 and 24 while the pro of the 15 illustrations by G. Grant
Quick Tangerine Jam
vestry. The time is 2 o'clock every meet Thursday afternoon, with the ' prietor. Miss Margaret Nutt, is in
2
cups
tangerine, pulp and juice
for Prof. Wilbert Snow's new pub- j
body is cordially invited and the second game of the beano series to attendance at the Boston Hair
1 lemon pulp and juice
lication, "Before the Wind." Knox
lood will be given away. A cooking be played. Circle supper will be Show —adv.
1 teaspoon grated tangerine rind
County residents, particularly, will
L
school will be held a t the same served at 6. with Mrs. Maude C a b le s ---------------I'4 cups sugar
want to see this added success of
place. Jan. 26. beginning at 7.15. chairman, Business session follows
Be sure seeds are removed from
their great friend.
New raised stage, new lighting ef at 730.
• • • •
W ednesday-Thursday
An e l e c t r i c w a s h e r costs the average fam
tangerine pulp and juice. Combine |
fects for the stage; new seating ar
Very few horses left in this coun ingredients and boil quickly about
ily only a tew pennies to operate, and the
rangements assuring seats and
The Methebesec Club met in the
try. Iowa has the greatest number 10 minutes, cr until syrupy and
comfort for all at remaining schools. Tower Room of the Community
, / / ex I r i e t l to Irin g l)
in the land. How I love them!
clothes last longer. Your weekly savings
clear. Very good served warm on
6-7 Building. 38 members being present.
• • • •
hot
biscuit.
Also
makes
a
splendid
o f l o m illio n d o lla r s !
w ill practically cover the payments, and be
■ It was Stephen Grellet who wrote. dressing for ice cream. Makes two
Interesting current events were giv
en by Mrs. Jane Beach In the ab
“Do It now. I expect to pass glasses.
fore you know it, your further savings are
sence of the leader. Mrs. Angelica
through this world but once. Any Toasted Tuna-Relish Sandwiches
helping in th e family budget! It’s true,
Glover, the topic of the afternoon,
good thing therefor that I can do
1-3 cup tuna fish
I Antique Glass, was in the capable
or any kindness I can show to any
2 tablespoons chopped sweet
ask your neighbor.
CAMDBN
! hands of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
fellow human being, let me do it pickles
, Mrs. Ellingwood told members much
now. Let me not defer nor neglect
2 olives, chopped
A te w I 9 3 H
WED.-TIIUBS., JAN. 18-19
[of interest concerning the subject
it; I shall not pass this way again
1 tablespoon chopped celery
• • • •
M o d e ls a t y r e a l ly
land of the wonderful collection of
2 tablespoons salad dressing
At long last a plan is made to link
jher friend Mrs. Clements of Winterr e d u c e d p r le e n .
Mix and use as filling for hot
xevery continent of the world except
jsort. Mrs. Katherine Veazle entoasted
sandwiches.
with
Australia by rail. Think of it.
! tertained delightfully with two
HAL ROACH1
DICK POWELL
p,«•!<>■
from New York to Paris via rail!
songs, accompanied by Mrs. Berry.
This is by the great northwest pas
OLIVIA DE HAV1LLAND
An article on Lion Glass was read
W ednesday N ight Is
| by Mrs. Irene Walker. Members of
sage through Alaska. Study your
FREDRIC
A W A R D N IT E $ 1 5 0
maps and see how it will be done.
the club told informally of vari
* • «•
ous highly prized pieces of glass
” PITER
VIRGINIA
Mrs.
Earle,
wife of Governor
which they had in their possession.
LORRE
SM AR T B E A U T Y
Earle cf Pennsylvania, after a plane
A cordial invitation was received
M m o itth lii paumenht o f
accident,
said,
"Any
landing
you
A T ALL H O U R S
lrom the Rockland Junior Women's
a /tp r o fim a tflif 12.85
can
walk
away
from
is
a
good
Club to their meeting Feb. 6th which
Smart
landing."
was accepted with pleasure. The
MURDO CORTU.VIMlHi* flltO • JOHN(*RR*MM
Perm anent
• • • •
Ways and Means committee. Mrs.
— FEATURES —
"Miami
Pote"
of
this
week
has
TH UR SDA Y
W ave
Alice Jameson, chairman, is spon
.1-zone
w
ashing—with
rubber-tected su r
this suggestion: "Life is short, too
Franciska GAAL • Franchot TOME
soring a card party to be held
Reduced This
faces.
short to get everything. Choose
Tuesday Jan. 24 at 2 p. m. a t the
“THE GIRL DOWNSTAIRS”
Week Only!
y/>L'z
Grey splash-proof porcelain tub.
your 'musts', and choose only the
home
of
Mrs.
Adelaide
Butman,
41
Enjoy the luxury of a fine perma
Wilier Uaaully • Kit J#ha»«a "ci."
best—
in
friends,
in
books,
in
re
liar release, self-reversing wringer.
*L
nent wave that will last for North Main street. Assisting mem
wf’teonCnthhnin ftrjo
creation.
in
everything."
months. Formerly $3.50.
Bonderite. baked primer and EASY-namel
bers of the committee are Mrs.
»»• •
linish.
$ 2 .4 5
Lilia Howes, Mrs. Elsa Sonntag.
NOW PLAYING
TODAY
And it was James Whitcomb
COMPLETE
"Little Tough Guys In Society"
“COWBOY AND THE LADY"
Mrs. Vanessa Cowan and Mrs.
Riley who said:
Children's Matinee 4 P M
with
Grace Rollins.
, "Oh. the world's a curious com
Sham poo w ith
GARY COOPER
COMING SOON
pound.
MERLE OBERON
“THE GREAT WALTZ"
F ingerw ave
With its honey ar.d its gall.
"HEART OF THE NORTH"
60c
A bove M odel
With its cares and bitter crosses—
POW l
O n ly
Cash
But a good world, after all.
discomforts relieved
without dosing—use
And a good God must have made iL ___
R ockland
Tel. 892
NO OBLIGATION
Leastways, that Is what I say.
PHONE FO R FREE TRIAL IN YOUR OWN HOME •
BE A U TY SA LO N
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30. 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2.00 (o 10 30
When a hand is on my shoulder
375 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
P1IONE 142
5&7
USED BY 3 MOfMEHS OUT OE 5
In a friendly sort o' way"

DRESSES

$ 4 .9 5

$ 5 .9 5

$8.95

$10.95

>'nrn
rtr

Savs - r she S a v e s
M o n ey

b y ir im liin y
E le c tr ic a lly

COMIQVE

“H ARD TO G E F

S p e c i a l T h is M o n t h

MARCH
BRUCE

B aby’s Cold

G IL B E R T ’ S

>V!SJ$s

T h i s H ig E A S Y W a s h e r

MR.MOTOS
LAST Y A R N IN G

O n ly

CENT

•5 0

D ow n

E v e ry -O th e r-D a y
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P ag e E ig h t

A Trip To Panam a
A« Described T w enty-five
Years A fter O pening of
the Canal
(By Robert Newell Si'son)
(Fifth Installment)
In our brief introductory survey
of the skyroads of Panama a few
statistics are not at all out of place.
The time required to fly from one
ocean to the other is the inflnitessimal interval of twelve minutes in
cur m a c modern planes. A photo
grapher with ICO feet of f i n in his
camera began his “take' with shots
of the Fortified Islands and ended
w th his last foot recording the
beauties of the Atlantic Breakwate-.
A projected military patrol cf the
entire Republic of Panama speci
fied that two squadrons of planes
leave the zone in the morning, encem pas its length and breadth in
oppo‘.te directions and converge a:
the home port before neon, the.r
missions fulfilled. The writer ha-s
been on a Alight to an altitude of
mere than three miles from which
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans can
be seen simultaneously. By this we
tar. readily understand why our
new home is called the "Kiss of the
Oceans."
The Pan-American Airways routes
arc the principal sky roads of this
touniry and the time required to
fly from the borders of Texas is two
c'-.ys and the distance is only slight
ly less than that of our trip her: bv
boat. With a water route from
M.ami across the West Indie-, these
two routes continue on down the
eastern and western coasts and
across the Andes Mcuntains of
eouth America.
One of the most interesting avia•••*<*■* TT-Vs'lS $•«»«
~
discontinued its service is the IsthZlt.najc rtuuci
made almost 6C33 transcontinental
flights during his service. Such a
record could only have been accom
plished where the cceans are but 36
miles apart. No trip gives one a finer
view of the most remarkable of en
gineering feats and it is highly reccommcnded to all tourists who seek
a birdseye view of the "Big Ditch."
Private planes may be chartered
hero and in other Central American
countries flyir.g freight as well as
paiscngers and can accomplish in
less than an hour's time what for
merly required the services of ten
mules, two drivers and the labor of
eight days. Truly the wealth to be
found here and farther south chal
lenges the resources of modern avia
tion.
A little later we will take trips by
plane and discover the important
part aviation is playing in opening
these frontiers of wealth and natural
resources.
By Robert Newell Sisson
<T" Be Continued)

gine temperatures tend to raise
anti freeze solutions to the boiling
point. A 50 per cent solution of
alcohol antifreeze will boil at 180
degrees, and engine temperatures
frequently reach that point, espe
cially when the car is Ktopped and
(an and pump cease functioning.

I OLD waves, with heavy snowfall, which have already swept
both Europe and the northeastern part of the United States,
are presaging, for many people, a record cold winter.
Against this fact of early cold and snow, is opposed the
theory of many scientists that
are hwnmimr
milder, and that this one will be no exception.
Whtch prophecy is correct Is a
matter of real concern to millions
of automobile owners. Of all the
transportation users affected by
cold weather, the winter driver has
had to bear the brunt of all the
woes of “freeze-up" and other
motor ills.
W inter Cold Strikes In
He has bad to bear it, but he
doesn’t have to any longer. Accord
ing to the newest automotive re
search. a report of which has Just
been completed after more than
two years of studies, the effects of
winter cold on the automobile en
gine can practically be Ignored.
It can he Ignored, the research
report says, because winter's cold
is no longer an “outside" factor.
The winter weather the car owner
has to contend with is actually
under the hood of his own car.
It is a w inter weather incompar

ably more violent than any that
could be produced by nature. The
nearest approach to It would be
the struggle of bitter cold, heat,
poisonous gases, and jets of steam
about the crater of an active vol
cano in an Alaskan winter .
The chill air within the engine
of a car parked on a zero day is
shot up, within a few minutes of
starting, to super-tropical heights.
Icy metals suddenly get h o t Lubri
cants frozen to the hardness of
leather turn into pools of smoking
oil.
A c id s and R u st

This sudden and Intense heat is
created by gas explosions, which
drive the pistons that put the cat
in motion. As many as 4,500 of
these explosions have to take place
every minute In a six-cylinder car
going 30 miles an hour. The atmos

—,
C

.

f j j
s - ?

phere within the engine meanwhile
becomes charged with exhaust
gases and steam. These exhaust
gases can form acids that are pow
erful enough to eat metal. Some of
the steam condenses to water that
may turn normal lubricating oil
into thick sludge and gums.
Meanwhile, the w ater in the cool
ing system is racing by in the en
gine Jacket and around through the
radiator. Churned up and mixed
with air. thio w ater is cnnstarrtlv

laying a coating of rust on every
metal part. It travels a t a rate as
high as 50 gallons a minute, or
3,000 gallons an hour. At the same
time, the fan is pulling a hurricane
of outside air through the radiator
fins in an effort to keep the tem
perature from getting above the
danger point.
This, in general, is the kind of
"winter weather" the experts have
found in every car. It is a winter
w e a th e r w h ic h is not only more

violent than any which the owner
can encounter. It Is a winter
weather whose dominating feature,
whenever the car is running, is In
tense h e a t And this heat is becom
ing more intense. The slogan of
the designers is higher and higher
temperatures.
Saving the Engine
These higher temperatures are
sought because they produce more
power at less cost, reduce dilution

This boiling rarely is seen by
the car owner because It occurs
around “hot spots" within the en
gine and manifests Itself in two
ways—the antifreeze evaporates
and it also is pushed upward and
out of the overflow pipe by surges
of steam within the engine. Thus,
the winter driver cannot know, un
less he makes frequent tests,
whether the anti freeze left In the
cooling system of bis car is suf
ficient to protect It.
This protection problem Is a fieri-,
ous one because all anti freezes now
on the market, with one exception,
are compounded of alcohol. The
exception Is the permanent, high
boiling-point type of anti freeze and
this is the one. the report says,
and "sludge" of lubricants, retard which solves the car owner's prob
carbon formation and help protect lem.
moving parts from wear and corro
It solves It because this type of
sion. But. by the same token, the antl-freeze cannot boll away While
protection of this superheated a 50 per cent solution of alcohol
mechtyitsm during the cold months will boll at 180 degrees, the other
Is becoming an increasingly serious type will net boll short of 226 de
problem for the car owner.
grees. a temperature that the mod
Here is where the new laboratory ern engine never approaches. Thus
research has come to the winter the car owner has a 45-degree
driver’s aW Tests within the cool margin of protection during the sea
ing systems of scores of cars of all son when winter's icy blasts and
inak»- «how that these high en snows are beating on his car.

ing some cabinet work occasionally
ish Church Thursday. Jan 19. from
6 30 to 8 o'clock Sunday the Church
He is a direct descendant of Colonel
School meets at 10. and the evening
George Coombs of Thomaston.
service begin at 7 o'clock
Purebred H olsteins G iv in g A. Jay See o f U n ion Re- Form er R ockland Couple Maine, who was born in 1773. One
calls Som e Rockland H igh
Observe A nniversary In o! Mr. Hayden's choicest possessions
D ow n In Fine Style A t
4*4*4"4* 4*4-4"4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4-4*4 4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4-4*4*4 4*
Is a 150-year-old family Bible with
School
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M
assachusetts
Home
R oundtop Farms
(By Ci»rles Emery)
ail the family births and deaths re
d o n 't
corded
in
it
for
the
last
century
and
,
Three registered purebred Hoi- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Last Thursday M r and Mrs. Alstein cows owned by the Round Top
As I was a member of the clas' of , den Hayden of 44 Emery street in a half.
Stephen Vaughan was do.ng a ■an easy one to frame. He had wantHis pride and joy, however, is a
jig-saw puzzle It wasn't a difficult ed this thing so much! But the lad
Farms at Damariscotta, recently '93. Rockland High School. I am Medford Hillside celebrated their
wotking ship's model of the bark.
completed lactation records in the much interested by the articles from , 63d wedding anniversary. They Pathfinder which was built by his puzzle, and its picture was ra'hcr only smiled and swallowed and said,
absurd—an old cow trying to pu n condescendingly, "All right, day
j,
the n en o f mv friend and former i married in Rockland Maine Jan
Herd Improvement -Test according
tne P611 01
lrlcna
wriner
father, Richard Hayden in 1856 in
a
fly from her back with her tongue after tomorrow. I won't forget . . . "
Rhodes.
2nd
of
121876.
Both
are
91
y«ars
old
and
classmate J. E.
i to reports from The Holstein-Frie- Hartford. Conn. Brother Rhodes, until recently both were in excellent South Thomaston. He built and which wasn't quite long enough to and he had left the room, quickly,
rigged the ship himself end al! sian Association of America.
I speak of him thus he toeing like health Mrs Hayden has suffered though not entirely finished, he ex reach the tormenting insect—but before his father could be sure
MICKIE SA YS —
Roto M atador Johanna Pauline myself i have some reason to be- a shock, and is under medical care. pects to finish it before he reaches | s « P hen
not
at lt He whether or not there were tears
was fitting the pieces together. springing into his eyes because of
1721659 is credited with a record lieve a seventh degree Grange memMr. Hayden announced there his 100th birthday
WHEW VOUR AO APPEARS IW
of 13.921 pounds of milk and 467 5 ber of the Assembly of Demeter. I would be no special celebration, just
Those whose hobby is antique | JOb-r*>'- d: awn-cheek cd. and sad- his disappointment.
OUR COLUMNS, IT ACQUIRES
/
pounds
of
fat
in
288
days,
freshenhave
two
pictures
of
Brother
Rhodes
two
sons
and
one
grandson.
F
Somehow, after that, his cigar
furniture would find a paradise in eyed.
o c e - s n a e twat GOES U/itu
I
ing at the age of four years and,O ne a cabinet photograph taken at Stanley Hayden of Keene N H 62 his home for he has a genuine
PUEi-ICATiOlJ IW TH’ O l HOME
It ecmed strange to th.nk that hadn't tasted quite as wholesome
_
five months. Her dam is Roto the time of his graduation from years old and A rthur R. Hayden. 59 grandfather’s clock, and a ma- cnc? he wculd have laughed at this and he had tossed the paper aside
PAPER, TH' FRIEUD OF TH'
COMMUWITV ■» AMD HOW MUCH
Johanna Pauline 1050109 A half- R H S. The other, locking perhaps years cld of Clermont. N II. and hegany sideboard that has a secret picture before him, that once—only because he had read the same three
PRESTIGE D‘VA TWIMK VOUGET
sister. Roto Metador Evangeline a trifle older, being a newspaper the latter s son observing the oc- compartment. The gems of this day before vesterday to be exact— lines many times and had made no
FROM A WAMOBUA. A'LVlWG
1714717 finished her 244-day test group picture of insurance officials easion with the couple
collection are two colonial chairs he would have chuckled, heartily, sense out cf them. He Just sat
iw th ' gutter . t
' with 10.773 pounds of milk and 32.9 In which he was prominent.
Mr. Hayden is a retired carpen- built by himself on the design of over it. But it wasn't day before there, staring ahead of him. rather
peunds of fat as a senior four-year- j I have no doubt that when he ,e r anci builder. He lives in a house a chair that has been in the family yesterday now and he did not feel uneasy and puzzled without under
cld. She is out of Roto Johanna ' wrote the original article for our which he built himself and whose I , or 175 years and was originally like chuckling: indeed, it seemed standing 'why he should feel this
Evangeline 1081399 Both of these class paper "The Echo" I read the furniture he constructed as a hobby i brought over from England. The doubtful to him that he would smile way . . .
cows are sired by Carnation Meta- article but did not give it the Toda) he occupies his time by do- original of this chair is in the new- [ ever again ever anything no matter
Now it was “day after tomorrow”
dor Sultan 645901. who has seven thought as I do now after more
iy constructed memorial to Genera: | how funny it was supposed to be.
and he had only memories, precious
I,
tested daughters averaging on Ma- than 40 years. As he has now ’ mostly of door rapping and stone Knox
Washington's
Prerident
For this was the "day after to memories, most of them, but one
i ture B basis 14,670 pounds of milk brought R.HS. up to my day there throwing. This really a torture to Secretary of War. in Thomaston
riL'turbing memory—the memory of
morrow" . . .
perhaps I may now properly add a the victims generally gained torrid Maine.
and 534 pounds of fat.
Two day ago, Stephen Vaughan a little boy who had said. "Ail right,
A stable-mate, Roto Louise Roxie few remarks. Jefferson Taylor was verbal response and on one occasion
Reminiscing, Mr. Hayden, re Jr., had come to him with a plain, day after tomorrow. I won’t for
Your name and address printed
1600783 is credited with a yield of principal when I entered the school.1a charge of rock salt is said to membered that he was only 13 years
get . . . " And he knew that these
on envelopes and paper or mono
War brokf QUt small box and laid it in his lap and
12.195 pounds of milk and 381.9 coming from the Tyler School (War- have nearly if not quite connected o]d whpn tfw
gram on sheets, address on en
said: "Daddy, this<s my new puzzle words would haunt him to the end
pounds of fat in 304 days, freshening ren street) Alden L. Tyler was a 'w ith the rearmost part of a boys he
.. was ___
too ____
young to_____
serve in the
velopes. Black, Blue, Green or
of his days.
mother
bought
me
yesterday,
and
I
at the age of five years and th re e !fine teacher and was a diciplinarian trousers Perhaps this is not 50 ' Armv Abraham ° Lincoln. in his
Brown Ink.
His wife came into the room,
the great€st pr€sid<;nt haven’t done it yet. It has a pic
months. She is sired by Canary but not harsh Penmanship a n d ;tu t it should have happened. Well oplnJon
AUTOCRAT
ew r hgd ,.n seemj funny ture of a cow on the paper inside, quietly. She said, smiling down it
Korndyke Finderne 653092 who has mathematics were his strongest 11 can truthfully say that in nearly I that
him
through
eyes
that
were
inisty
though,
so
that
must
be
what
it's
points.
{
four
years
at
the
R
H
S.
I
never
in
i
29 tested daughters averaging on
D EC K LE ED G E
to say that Stephen Douglas being
Being naturally of shy and r e tlr - , the slightet way did anything t o , a great statesman, would advocate going to be. Will you help me pu: wlth understanding: "It's the old
Mature B basis 18.470 pounds of
White Vellum
ccw with the great^ tall horns, isn't
it together?"
milk and 597 pounds of fat and is ing disposition I had no trouble at offend these poor unfortunates,
Square flap envelopes and folded
| slavery. Today that would be an
While in school I saw of course impossibility. We are living in a
out of Hartholm Roxie Posch 15308- all with Mr. Taylor at the R H S
And he, busy reading his news it, Stephen?" She came and knelt
sheets
His successor Alvin C. Dresser and many amusing
incidents
as
there
i
72.
paper
and exhaling the smoke from beside him and fitted a piece of the
60 sheets 4%x7%
,
, ,
,
faster world. Everybody is rushing
56 envelopes 4x5'4
These tests were made in Class sub-ma'ter. Harry DeForrest Smith were a few (I hope this does not somewhere» he commented,
his cigar, had looked down at his puzzle into a space where it be
$1.35 postpaid
were both extra fine. At one time hit you Mr. Editor) who had a t . ..j attribute my long llfe t0 good small son and said: "Daddy's busy longed. He was about to try fititng
C, that is twice a-day milking.
WE BUY
I had from Mr Smith a key to the times a grand seme of humor.
| health and gQod hab lu T neyer i right now son. Won’t some other a cut when her hand closed gently
over his own. Their eyes met, silent
main gate of the school and used
I think perhaps Phil Howard smoked and never used
a,. i time do?"
AND SILVER
it frequently both day and night as knew something about the class-i though T don>t condemn them W<1 ..But daddy. lt s a great big cow ly. then dropped again to the cow
C larence E. D aniels
W R. L. of Rockland a class mate , calling electric bell connected w ith . ljved in a quiet
and She's all in colors and she has gTer. which was now an almost complete
JEWELER
I*jived -n a quict way,” said the spry, tall horns that will scare the day- animal.
will
testify.
I
had
access
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the
I
c
c
ass
rooms.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ived in a quiet way." said the spry,
It wasn't until the last piece had
chemical laboratory and even tried , I do not to this day know w ho'1old gentleman who doesn’t look a lights out of us.
been
fitted that the silence was
tc make nitroglycerine but probably j hoisted the pirate ensign (skull day over 60.
j “Some other time. son.
To- ! broken.
»
luckily failed.
1and cro s bones in white on a black 1 “The world today is much changed morrow . . .
"I—I
kept
my
promise,
Catherine.
Instead
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and
gioundi
over
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main
en
trance:
from
the
good
oId
dayj
We
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"But I heard mother say you 11 kept my promise to him . . . ” His
more retiring after the departure and then cut the halyards so that
,ucky t0 gtay out of war the way
of Messrs Dresser and Smith and . it caused Janitor John Colson much j tbjngs are going. W ar is a cruel, wouldn’t be home tomorrow. I head suddenly fell toward his chest
heard her saying you were going and stayed there. There was no
under the regime of Victor V ., labor before it could be removed
destructive way out—I've lived
Thompson I gradually fell fro m ' Charles F. Chase was not too through three of them. I wonder away somewhere with somebody sound except the ticking of the old
,. .
,
.
and that you aren't even going to clock on the mantel and the leaf of
grace as did other
turbulent sp irits' slow. Neither was the late James . £
« , ----------- --------- —
---------------------------------------------------r -----------Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
what would have happened if the
in town „
a plant which dropped little short
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
and as a consequence, though not F Carver a t one time Mayor of South had been victorious in the
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which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
"So
I am. Your mother's right, of noiselessly upon the floor of the
banished left school in the Spring . the city.
on sheets and envelopes only
Civil War. Possby we would all be
room . . .
Frank T. Pearson '93 now de citizens of the King if they had," son. I’d forgotten."
: term of my Senior year and went
G
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"Then we can do the puzzle now?"
Catherine drew his bent head to
to work with the late Horace S ceased was generally present when he wcnt on He enjoys the radio
June to
Booklet
“Don't
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now.
son.
We'!l
Vellum
her breast, slowly, and smoothed
Hobbs to learn the slate roofing any excitement manifested itself in very much as lt kjeps him up or:
October
60 folded sheets 4Kx7%
on
| trade, at which I earned several side the main rooms in the classics. the news of the day and serves to do it day after tomorrow . . . ”
his dark hair. She looked over
40 envelopes 4x5%
"But it won't take long, daddy. If across the room and out of the win
Hotel
Perhaps the years from 1890 to fi„ ,ri the gaps durlpg the day
dollars. But now I would perfer
Application
you
help
me
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only
take
a
few
dow, at the blue sky beyond the
1893 were not different from other Every day he reads at kast two
the diploma.
Maselyn
OR
Corner Second Street
green-fingered limbs of the trees, at
Frequent mention has been made years but we got by with a lot of , newspapers, his eyesight still being seconds."
Stamford
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and First Avenue
“Ask your mother. Shell help a little white cloud that floated all
II. II. Mase
in your columns of Simon True- it without serious detriment to our I
_ Medford c ltizen
40 envelopes 4x6%
Del. Co.
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Daddy's trying to read his paper.” I alone up there.
worth and wife and their abode ranking.
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“I asked mother. She's busy, up
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if
Diniqg Room Service Unsurpassed
stairs. She's lots busier than you. she whispered. "I think he knows
not actually on the school grounds. classes of those years and many
You’re only reading. Daddy, let's you kept your word."
I Their residence was an eyesore in tales might be told. I listen for
do the puzzle, huh?"
! a way and they were subjects, with- them if scratches of pens may be
“Day after tomorrow, son . . . "
jout any responsibility on their part heard
G E O R G E S RIVER R O A D
ROCKLAND, ME.
| The little boy's face showed a
Iof incessant vicious molestation. I
A Jay See
z smile that Stephen knew was not
Union
Supper will be served in the Finnwitnessed a lot of it, consisting
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